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ABSTRACT 

 

Development of High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS) materials in recent 

years has raised interest in carrying out novel research work of HTS application 

in power technology. Despite HTS solutions are said to provide better power 

system stability benefits, the integrity and operation of HTSCB yet need to be well 

investigated and validated by means of its appropriate modelling in power system 

distribution network. In this research, the technical characteristics of HTSCB is 

determined by one of the basic arc model theories. The further experiments are 

designated to analyze the performance of future HTSCB. 

The performance of HTSCB is designed by developing an HTS arc model. This 

is the most complex, challenging and important aspect of this research. The 

parameters of arc model should precisely be set before any effort is carried out 

to analyze its behaviour in a distribution network under a variety of fault 

circumstances.  Simulation studies are conducted to show the electrical arc 

characteristics of HTSCB under the high current condition. The arc model can 

then be inserted in different network models and analyzed for numerous system 

loading with over current situations and for different HTS applications. The 

modelling is executed on a single-phase distribution network model. The 

limitations of the conventional arc models for HTS application are briefly 

discussed in this study from the simulation study. The scope of further 

development of HTS arc model is also identified.  

The developed arc model is later used to mitigate the residual flux problem of 

HTS Transformer. The inrush current of an HTS transformer can rise ten times 
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higher than the rated current. The inrush current also exist a longer period of time 

comparing to short-circuit current. The repeated switching of HTS transformer is 

a big concern for its superconductivity. HTS arc model with HTS transformer is 

investigated for different fault interruption methods. During the process, the 

residual flux of HTS transformer is mitigated at the minimum operating time.   

Finally, the design and experimental validation of arcing phenomenon in 

cryogenic arc chamber is investigated. A comprehensive analysis of flow field 

and numerical solution in cryogenic arc chamber is analyzed to observe the 

magnetic field in cryogenic arc chamber. The results of HTSCB and its arc model 

promises a novel circuit breaking phenomenon. The simulation results show the 

benefits of less pre-striking effect to use in HTS machines in Alternative Current 

(AC) applications and experimental result validate the result of arc model. The 

overall investigations show that the significant geometrical parameters of arc 

chamber and breaker contacts need to be optimized to improve the performance 

of HTSCB. The detailed analysis of flow separation, losses, its origin and 

minimized electrical field strength in short circuit condition help the design to 

improve its flow field and efficiency.   
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 

 

This introductory chapter presents a brief overview of the thesis, motivation, 

scope, and numerous contributions. 

1.1 CONTEXT 

The physics behind High-Temperature Superconductivity (HTS) technology in 

power industry was mainly explored during 21st century. HTS has the prospect to 

convey fundamental change to electric power advances. Currently, the 

transmission and distribution of electricity are on course of its stunning 

advancement. Superconductivity is replacing copper electrical conductors with a 

ceramic superconducting alternative. The rationale is its significant efficiency of 

eliminating resistive losses. HTS based cables, transformers, wind turbine 

generators and Fault Current Limiters (FCL) are reported   to be well developed 

and precisely validated in last few years. A potential research of a circuit breaker 

for HTS application is therefore highly relevant and impactful in the context of 

additional development of HTS implementation pathway.  

Superconducting solutions have encountered challenges since its very 

beginning. It has always been a complicated process with AC applications. 

Disconnecting the breaker section quickly and isolating the problem is possibly 

the simplified solution of a high voltage breaker. Otherwise, the rest of the 

superconductors of different machines might be badly damaged.   
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1.2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

1.2.1 The Trend of HTS research in New Zealand  

HTS based research has extensive historical record of executing successful 

projects in New Zealand. The research follows HTS applications development 

with the Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+x (Bi-2223) or first generation (1G) HTS material [1,2] 

and existing commercial delivery of HTS magnets, methods, strategies, 

techniques and components through the superconducting companies (General 

Cable Superconductors Ltd, HTS-110 Ltd etc.) supported by a comprehensive 

local supply chain. Since 1987 to date several significant research on HTS 

technologies in New Zealand are being led by Industrial Research Ltd. (IRL) and 

Robinson Research Institute of Victoria University of Wellington [3].  

1.2.2 The need of a potential HTS breaker 

HTS was introduced first by Alex Muller and Georg Bednorz in 1986 [4].  Since 

then it has been used for several innovative prospects. The practical application 

of superconductivity is reported to be applied in numerous electrical power 

machines like transformers [5-6], wind generators [7-8], cables [9-10], current 

limiters [11-12], etc. In high current condition, the superconductivity of these HTS 

machines is damaged. The damage happens due to the re-strike (pre-strike and 

post arc) effect during arcing. Semiconductors based breaker can be used for 

these HTS machines. However, it generates a large transfer loss.  

A breaker made of HTS material can bring the advantage of similar material 

contact resistance for other HTS machines. In this thesis, the feasibility of HTSCB 

is investigated with high critical current and low AC loss. The coolant arc medium 

liquid nitrogen is proposed as electrical insulation. Liquid nitrogen in these cases 
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is used as effective as the insulation oil in HTS application [13]. The HTS contact 

properties of reduced refrigeration cost and greater reliability overcomes the 

constraints in many HTS application, especially for the transformer [14].  

To control a breaker in AC application is a big challenge. Moreover, when the 

period of arcing is longer it harms the superconductivity of HTS equipment very 

easily. For HTS equipment issue, the point of maintenance and disconnection are 

more crucial for cryogenic concern.  Basically, this is where the concept of HTS 

breakers come in either as hybrid or non-hybrid breaker. The breaker may 

combine to redirect any surge in current and then shut it off which can be a series 

of mechanical and electronic circuit breaking devices as well. The unit should be 

capable of stopping a surge equivalent to the form that the breaking time should 

significantly less than the blink of an eye.  

 

It is found that large AC loss is generated for HTS machines. It demands of time 

to think of a smart solution in order to overcome these boundaries.  Only HTS 

breaker can easily overcome the contact-resistance obstacle. If it is hybrid HTS 

breaker then the conduction losses are expected to be much marginal. A 

successful research for HTS Ultra-fast current interruption possibly can lead to 

future company production.  

 

Functionally, the HTSCB can combine with the functions of superconducting 

cables, FCL and circuit breakers to form a Superconducting Cable embedded 

high power Circuit Breaker (SCCB). The SCCB will thereby offer zero to near 

zero resistance to the flow of electrical current, which can reduce losses to the 

minimum (almost no loss) improving the overall system efficiency and also ensure 
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that it will effectively break during circuit emergencies. The arc in breaker usually 

starts from its conducting surface. The usage of Liquid Nitrogen (LN) can reduce 

the temperature of arcing region of HTS breaker.  Unlike existing circuit breakers 

technologies, HTSCB is expected to make the interruption at millisecond range 

in cold medium.  It has the usual feature of overcoming the limitations of operating 

speed for HTS applications. One of the downsides of this technology is its AC 

loss. For the losses in an HTS machine more energy is essential in order to 

preserve the required temperature of the cryostat.  The magnetic field in an HTS 

machine increases the superconductor losses in addition to reducing the critical 

current [15]. However, for a hybrid HTS breaker, the conduction losses are 

expected to be marginal. Thereby, the possibility of realizing an HTS ultra-fast 

current interruption has a higher potential for future applications.  

1.3 RATIONALE AND SIGNIFICANCE 

The physics of HTS has been extensively studied and used as commercial 

prototypes during the 21st century. Recently, there has been growing interest 

amongst researchers on the use of HTS for power system equipment 

developments. The major difficulty in design and development of HTSCB is its 

short circuit withstand capability of the contacts, especially during fault recovery 

and during arcing for high current endurance. Emergency detection and its 

immediate solution are crucial to ensure quality control of sound protection-

scheme. The HTSCB can be an emerging technology which can reduce the 

quenching to a great extent for any short, medium and high range transmissions. 

It can be a solution not only for HTS equipment but also can replace other 

conventional breakers including automated real-time interruption. Therefore, it is 

a new research area with enormous possibilities.    
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The thesis utilizes standard design parameters for a developed HTS arc model. 

The research evolves with the development of the prescribed arc model.  The 

variation of electrical characteristics of the HTS arc model for different condition 

and scenarios is simulated in order to establish its efficacy. The HTS arc model 

is mainly investigated in this thesis for a simple distribution network. 

Investigations are executed further to inspect the efficiency of the HTS arc model 

for an HTS transformer in high current endurance condition. The performance is 

validated by a small-scale test bed scheme. During the preliminary simulation 

process, several situations are monitored under cryogenic environment. The 

simulation results showed the proposed HTSCB has immense potential to be 

implemented for numerous applications.   

1.4  THESIS OBJECTIVES 

Based on the research and literature review, the main focus of the entire research 

is based on the analysis of the circuit breaking phenomenon of HTSCB. 

Therefore, the objectives can be summarized as follows:  

- To find a solution of protection for different HTS applications.  

- To investigate the arcing behaviour in Liquid Nitrogen (LN) environment.  

- To develop an existing method of arc modelling for HTS equipment 

protection.  

- To investigate different circuit-breaking condition of HTSCB under Finite 

Element Method (FEM) computation.  

- To mitigate the residual flux of HTS transformer with the switching of HTS 

arc model.  
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1.5  THESIS SUMMARY  

The key concentration of this thesis is to find an HTS based possible solution 

of protection for HTS application. Corresponding simulations and experiments 

are performed on this holistic perspective. The initial results are then put into 

practice with further simulations and experiments. To conclude the introduction, 

an overview of the structure of the entire research work is enclosed in Figure 1.   

 

Figure 1: Basic framework of the thesis 

This thesis is structured as follows:   

Chapter 1: This chapter is the current introductory chapter. It highlights the 

background of research, motivation, relevancy, the rationale of executing the 

study and the objectives of the work. Finally, the chapter presents a summary of 

the structure of this thesis.  

Development of HTS arc model

Fault analysis of HTS Arc model

Sweep Values of Arc model parameters

Current‐Zero scenario from TRV result

Switching Transient of HTS Arc model

Analysis of RRRV with controlled switching of HTS arc model

Application of Controlled Switching of HTS 
Arc model for different fault problems

Design and Experimental Validation

Mitigation of residual Flux for HTS transformer

Fault detection algorithm with 
controlled switching of HTS arc model 

FEM and CFD Analysis

Experimental Setup and result
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Chapter 2: This chapter provides a holistic description of the HTS research, the 

research gap and also about numerous theories of arc equations and mechanism 

of the HTSCB.  

Chapter 3: One of the most important parts of the research: HTS arc model with 

Browne’s theory is developed in this chapter. The arc current along with arc 

voltage for the HTS arc model is investigated in this chapter.  

Chapter 4: In this chapter, the analysis of Rate of Rise of Recovery Voltage 

(RRRV) for an HTS arc model is investigated with Normal and Controlled Fault 

Interruption (CFI). It is found that Pre-striking voltage can be reduced for HTS 

application with CFI method.  

Chapter 5: In this chapter, two applications of controlled switching of HTS arc 

model are discussed. Firstly, the residual flux of HTS transformer is mitigated at 

minimum operating time of CFI method. Then, a fault detection algorithm is 

developed with the CFI method.  

Chapter 6: In this chapter, design and experimental validation of arcing 

phenomenon in cryogenic arc chamber is investigated with Finite Element 

Method (FEM) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). 

Chapter 7: A summary of the major findings and proposals on potential future 

research works are suggested in this conclusive chapter.  

1.6  CONTRIBUTIONS 

The research undertaken in this thesis has made the following contributions to 

advance the current state of the research.  

- The idea of HTS contact within liquid nitrogen arc chamber shows good 
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potentiality to replace the existing breaker technologies for HTS 

applications.  

- The simulation results from HTS arc model show improved pre-striking and 

post arcing effect especially for HTS application during high fault current 

condition.  

The following list of publication has been published as part of this research work.  
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[J1] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Analysis of Rate of 

Rise of Recovery Voltage (RRRV) effect of a High-Temperature Superconductor 

(HTS) Arc Model" IET Journal of Transmission, Generation, Distribution. 

(Provisionally accepted- April’2018) 

 

Conference papers  

[C1]. A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane, N. K. C. Nair, “Development of 

Browne’s Arc model for HTS Application” in Power System Technology 

(POWERCON), 2016 IEEE International Conference, Wollongong, NSW, 

Australia. on, pp. 1-4. IEEE, 2016.    

[C2]. A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, "The improvement 

of Rate of Rise of Recovery Voltage (RRRV) for an HTS breaker," 2017 IEEE 

Manchester PowerTech, Manchester, United Kingdom, 2017, pp. 1-6. 

[C3]. A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Mitigation of 

Residual Flux for High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Transformer by 

Controlled Switching of HTS Breaker Arc Model" 2017 IEEE ISGT Asia, 

Auckland, 2017, pp. 1-6. 

[C4]. A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Arcing Behaviour 

of A Potential High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Circuit Breaker Arc 

Model" in 2018 IEEE IESES, Waikato, New Zealand, (2018). 
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CHAPTER 2- SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND ARC MODEL 

THEORIES 

 

Research and development concerning HTS applications have been developed 

in the world very recently. Apart from the rated current capability of HTS material, 

this is crucial as well to establish applicable and accurate performance test for 

protection systems of HTS Machines. The HTS breaker combines the functions 

of superconducting cables, fault current limiters and circuit breakers to form a 

Superconducting Cable embedded high power Circuit Breaker (SCCB). The 

superconducting SCCB offers zero to near zero resistance to the flow of electrical 

current, which can reduce losses to the minimum (almost no loss) and improve 

the overall system efficiency to great extent.   

2.1 DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 

In 1911, a researcher from Netherlands named H. Onnes Kamerlingh 

experienced superconductivity accidentally in mercury. The temperature was 

under the helium’s usual boiling point when noticing its association concerning 

temperature and electrical resistance. Earlier in 1908, the same researcher 

liquefied helium that was used in his research in Leiden. It was observed that 

under 4.2 Kelvin (K) temperatures mercury’s resistivity decreased to zero very 

unexpectedly [16,17]. Nonetheless, the decrease of resistance was not constant. 

A unique zero resistance state of a few materials was founded from the idea.  

This changeover stage was defined as the superconducting condition. The 

temperature where the event took place is named as the transition temperature. 

Superconductivity was also identified in several other metals such as tin and lead 

within a few years [18]. Therefore, erratic speculation arose from this remarkable 

invention. The researchers believed heavy electric machinery and large field 
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magnets could be operated without loss. Although, this expectation was 

encountered with numerous challenges.  Furthermore, it was believed in the 

earlier stage that the characteristic and numerous features of electric machines 

can be damaged by incompatible magnetic fields and leakage currents. 

Onnes analyzed an experiment with Nickel (Ni) alloy covered with Lead (Pb) 

based superconducting solder in 1913.  During the test, superconductivity was 

not found in the material at magnetic fields under 50 milli- Tesla (mT)  [19]. In 

1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld identified that the magnetic field decreased to 

zero when a superconductor material cooled down under the critical temperature 

(Tc)  in a weak magnetic field of a value smaller than the critical value (Hc) [20]. 

This is the fundamental theory of a superconductor that is referred to as Meissner 

effect. 

Afterward researchers observed that not only magnetic field and temperature, but 

also current density is required to be maintained below critical values as a way to 

keep the superconductivity [21]. After all these findings, HTS equipment are 

conducted under Liquid Nitrogen (LN) temperature of 77K. In the meantime, the 

current density values have also been developed to beneficial levels of 105 to 

106 A/cm2.  

From 1911, several superconducting materials were investigated. A number of 

inspiring possibilities, theories and hypothesis were suggested. Comprehensive 

studies were conducted on electromagnetic properties of these materials. In 

1957, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer [22] unveiled their investigation about 

superconductivity’s microscopic theory.  The hypothesis was also named as 

superconductivity’s BCS theory (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, and 

John Robert Schrieffer). This theory delivered an explanation of the microscopic 
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actions of superconductors in low temperature. The theory clarified numerous 

uncertainties and ambiguities of the superconductivity characteristics.  

Kunzler [23] discovered a new class of superconducting alloys at the same time 

period with others. The alloy could withstand large current densities and very 

high magnetic fields. After 1970, High performance superconducting wires 

became commercially available. The new technology established pulsed field 

magnets and high DC. As a result, the applications on high power AC could be 

looked into a great extent as well. 

2.2 SUPERCONDUCTING THEORY AND ZERO RESISTANCE  

Superconductivity is a state of material which loses its resistance due to cooling 

in very low temperature. The temperature needs to be lower than the material’s 

transition temperature [ 24 ]. The in depth search for new superconducting 

materials was successful with the finding of superconductivity characteristic at 77 

K. The temperature is also found higher than liquid nitrogen’s boiling point.   The 

superconductors are then manufactured in the forms of tapes, wires and bulk 

materials for very high-current applications. The superconductors are fabricated 

in thin and thick type film forms for different electrical power and electronic 

applications. A detailed discussion on the general theory of HTS and its possible 

application in protection industry is discussed in [25]. Twenty years after the 

discovery of HTS, practical superconducting wires are now being implemented 

on a trial basis to a number of electrical and industrial applications such as 

transmission lines, a ship’s engine, transformers and many other devices.  
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Figure 2: A standard temperature dependence scenario of superconductor’s 
electrical resistance  

Figure 2 shows the relation of a superconductor’s temperature dependence for 

the electrical resistance. The curve drops gradually as the superconductor is 

cooled down to the point until it disappears abruptly. The temperature recording 

point where this incident happens is known as the critical temperature Tc [25]. It 

is shown in Figure 2 when T>Tc and electron system order, Ψ=0 the material 

refers to the normal conducting state. Similarly when T<Tc and Ψ ≠ 0 the material 

corresponds to the superconducting state of the material. This is a basic theory 

of superconductor and zero resistance that to be used in prospective HTS 

breaker research. The biggest issue for an HTS breaker is its electrical resistance 

and temperature during quenching.  

2.3 THEORY OF AC CIRCUIT BREAKING AND ARCING 

Circuit breakers are key equipment in power systems. High voltage circuit 

breakers play a significant function in distribution and transmission systems. Its 

basic function is to separate faulted areas of a network and to disrupt the fault 

currents. In a circuit breaker when current carrying contacts open, the medium 

close to opening contacts grows highly ionized.   The disrupted current obtains 

low resistive path, then proceeds to flow through this area even though the 
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contacts are physically not connected. Throughout the flowing of disrupting 

current from one contact to other, the path gets extremely high heat and it glows. 

This phenomenon is known as arc.  

The arc continues within the contacts until the current is disrupted. Since arc 

alone is a conductive route of electricity. It is crucial to quench the arc in a 

quickest possible way. Hence, the principal designing condition of a circuit 

breaker is to offer the best-suited system of arc quenching.    

The mechanism of current interruption in an AC breaker is however completely 

different from that of DC.  In DC, the arc continues until it is finally suppressed. 

While in AC, at each half-cycle the current flows through a natural zero. The arc 

extinguishes itself twice every cycle of current, re-striking each time until it is no 

longer able to do so.  

In AC, an immediate disruption of current induces huge switching voltage in circuit 

breaker. Consequently, it stresses the system’s insulation and breaker contacts. 

The breaker contacts receive a progressive but speedy, transition from the arc.  

 

Figure 3: Breaker sequence in circuit breaker  

The time series of current carrying to the current breaking states during circuit 

breaker’s opening situation are shown in Figure 3 [26]. Here, the initial contact 
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parting action is followed by the nonlinear arc equation zone. Transient Recovery 

Voltage (TRV) capability for standard breaker is also shown.   

The highlighted features of a solid circuit breaker are listed as follows:  

- It should work as a perfect conductor when closed and perfect insulator 

when opened.  

- Less pre-striking or post arcing effect of the breaker.  

- It should have quick switching capabilities.  

- It should not produce over-voltages when operating.  

The HTS material shows a high prospect to meet these important aspects of a 

sound circuit breaker.  

2.4 CONVENTIONAL ARC MODELS & ITS LIMITATION FOR HTS 

APPLICATION 

The purpose of arc model study is to explain the physical phenomena of arc 

breaking with complex mathematics. It is used for the simulation of arc-circuit 

interaction to describe the actions of the arc. It gives the relation between the 

circuit variable and the arc conductance. Its different parameters are mostly 

acquired from complex arc equations.  

There are basically two kinds of numerical arc models:  

i) Physical arc model: It explains the physical phenomena of the arc by means 

of complicated mathematical terms.  

ii) Black box arc model: It demonstrates the behaviour of the arc by presenting 

the relationship between the circuit variables and arc conductance [27]. It is 

mostly applied in order to simulate the arc-circuit interaction.  
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The arcing phenomenon in a circuit breaker is quite complex. For AC and HTS 

applications, there will be a flow of both heat and mass.  Plasma consisting of 

positive ions is also involved [28]. Hence, it is difficult to precisely predict the 

behaviour of the arc. There are a few theories for Arc Modelling as discussed in 

[29], the main theories of arc interruption are as follows:  

i. Slepian’s theory 

ii. Prince’s theory  

iii. Cassie’s theory 

iv. Mayr’s theory  

v. Browne’s combined theory  

Joseph Slepian released an arc interruption theory in 1928 [30].  The hypothesis 

is also acknowledged as "race theory". In this theory, the criteria for successful 

interruption is effectively described. It states that the rate of dielectric strength for 

the arc gap should rise quicker as compared to the rate at which the system 

voltage develops. The race theory was utilized to demonstrate the arc behaviour 

in the interruption of AC circuits although it is not completely appropriate for HTS 

application. It is anticipated that the build-up of dielectric strength is independent 

of the rate of increase in re-striking voltage. This is true especially for any 

cryogenic environment [31].  

D. C. Prince [32] from U.S. and F. Kesselring [33] from Germany endorsed a new 

theory referred to as the wedge or the shifting or theory. It’s known mostly as 

Prince Theory. This theory addresses the situation where if there is an 

interruption in a circuit and the recovery voltage is not adequately large to provide 

a breakdown. It happens only when the span of the gas release path brought into 

the arc increases during the timeframe of interruption. At current zero Prince [32] 
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proposed a simple wedge model in contrary to Slepian’s theory. This also does 

not appear to be the best match for HTS applications. The current zero scenario 

is the concern here as at current zero, there should be no electrical power input. 

For HTS applications, the arc is cut by a wedge of cold medium (either cryogenic 

or cold gas) entering the upstream location between the electrodes. Hence, for 

HTS application whether an electrical current continued after current zero or not 

has a bigger possibility than relying on its breakdown. In a cryogenic environment 

when the circuit voltage is applied after current zero, the electrical breakdown is 

expected to take place through this wedge of the cold medium. 

A. M. Cassie proposed another theory for the development of an arc in 1939 

[34].This theory resulted in developing a useful differential equation for the 

conductivity of the arc. It was assumed that a high current arc is influenced by 

convection loss throughout the high current time span. According to this 

conjecture, a roughly steady temperature over the arc diameter was preserved. 

It was noticed that when the current varies, the arc cross section also changes 

accordingly. But the heat range inside the arc column is not likely to be adjusted 

with the change. Cassie's theory states that the convective flow is regularly 

reduced by the arc area.  Once again, the modification of the column due to the 

cold medium (either gas or cryogenic) flow has its own limitation. Hence, Cassie’s 

theory also does appear to be applicable for HTS applications. This is because a 

piece of stretchy elastic of circular section fixed at one end has the effect of the 

cold medium. The other end is made to move at a speed equal to that of sound 

in the cold medium at arc temperature. 

O. Mayr published his theory in 1943 [35]. He considered a different approach 

than Cassie. He took an arc column of constant arc diameter. He varied the arc 
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temperature as a function of time. It was also assumed that i) the conductivity of 

the arc was reliant on temperature ii) the decay of the arc happened because of 

the thermal conduction. The theory at current zero period is generally accepted. 

Many researchers successfully applied the Mayr’s model at current zero.  The 

reason is the radial losses in this region which is a significant controlling issue. 

Mayr’s theory with some addition of experimental constant would give an extra 

feature for practical implementation of HTS. Actually, it is witnessed that, the arc 

heat range is usually over 6000 Kelvin which was presumed previously by Mayr. 

T. E. Browne identified the limitation of Mayr’s theory in 1948 [36].  A model was 

developed making use of an equation like the equation of Cassie. It determined 

arc which was current controlled and incorporated into the equation of Mayr. It 

was basically used in order to control the temperature. In case the interruption 

does not happen at the expected current zero, there is a choice to represent using 

the Cassie representation.  In 1958, Browne tried to expand the application of the 

combined model [37]. It included the investigation of thermal re-ignitions. This 

work successfully analysed the first few microseconds following the post current 

zero period.    

Browne’s arc model is designed according to the Cassie’s and Mayr’s differential 

arc equations combination. The primary benefit of the model for HTS application 

is that it can be applied in arrangement with various complex networks.  It gives 

the large-scale option of using both active and passive parameters of the 

equivalent circuit.  For the high-current time interval, arc conductance’s behaviour 

is studied in different ranges for different models. For Cassie's model, arc 

conductance behaviour is studied at temperatures above 8000 Kelvin or more. 

On the other hand, Mayr's arc modelling in the area of current zero operates at 
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temperatures below 8000 Kelvin. The Browne's combined theory hence has an 

advantage of addressing a wide range of temperature variance for HTS 

application.  

Experimental research shows that Browne’s model is a beneficial tool that has a 

practical use [38]. Browne computed the model from the assessments of gas 

blast interrupters. He discovered a constant in the order of one microsecond that 

is acceptable with the generally acknowledged range identified by other 

researchers [39]. Among many other types of research, there were different 

opinions about the requirement of re-ignition.  

At equal conductance points, Amsinck [40] considers the parameters to be equal 

(therefore, a re-ignition is essential to find the parameters).  While Hochrainer 

[41] thinks the parameters should be of identical values at points of equal current.  

Hence, re-ignition is essential to find the parameters. Zückler [42] thinks the 

parameters to be equal in two following time steps (therefore, no re-ignition is 

essential). 

2.5 ARC EQUATIONS  

Arc conductance usually works as a function of three outputs in arc equation. The 

expression can be written as:  

 
	 , , 	 	

1
 

(2.1) 

Where Pin is supplied power, Pout is transported power by radiation and cooling 

and t is time.   

If the transported power and the supplied power vary with the arc conductance, 

the stored energy channel is then expressed as:   
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(2.2) 

The instantaneous arc conductance can be defined as 

 
 

(2.3) 

The arc conductance’s rate of change gets a new expression when it is divided 

by the instantaneous arc conductance value:  

 1
	
1
	  

(2.4) 

Some adjustment of the equations above gives the general arc equation as 

equation (2.5) 

 ln	
	
′

	  
(2.5) 

Solution to this equation requires assumption, arc models and solutions to the 

equation. From equation (2.4) and (2.5) Mayr arc model is presented by the 

following equation. 

 1
	 	

1
τ

	 1  
(2.6) 

In equation (2.6) Mayr arc model is investigated for the electric arc in the area of 

current passing through zero [43].  

Similarly, Cassie’s arc model is investigated for the high current in equation (2.7) 

 1
	 	

1
τ
	 1  

(2.7) 
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Where, u and i are the arc voltage and current correspondingly dependent upon 

time values; 	represents the conductance of the electric arc, τ  and τ  denote 

the time constants of the Mayr and Cassie arc models Uarc is the average arc 

voltage in high current range and  P   is the dissipated power at the time when 

current passes through zero.  

The other recent modern models are mostly complied with the basic roles of 

Cassie and Mayr arc models. Like Browne used the Mayr’s equation for current 

zero and Cassie’s equation for the high current interval.  Habedank used almost 

similar idea to design his model. This model is the combination of Mayr and 

Cassie models. It is considered to cover both high current range and the zero-

crossing together [44].  

 1 1
	
1

 
(2.8) 

Habedank arc model consists of one algebraic as equation (2.8) and two 

differential equations as equation (2.6) and (2.7).   

 

Schavemaker arc model is a modified Mayr arc model with a constant time 

parameter  and the cooling power that is a function of the electrical power input.  

The differential equation for this model is shown as follows:  

 1
	 	

1
	
max | |,

1  
(2.9) 

In equation (2.9), the term  dominates for low current and the resulting equation 

is similar to the Mayr model. At a high current, the term | | still dominates and 

the model reduces to that of Cassie arc model [45].  
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In the Schwarz arc model [46] is almost similar to Mayr arc model.  In this model 

extra parameters a and b are used as the dependency of power loss and arc time 

constant on the arc conductance as expressed in equation (2.10).  

 1
	 	

1
	 1  

(2.10) 

The KEMA arc model [47] is derived from three Mayr arc models in series and is 

shown in [45].  By assigning different values to  λ  , a model more like the Mayr 

or the Cassie model can be considered. λ=1 defines the Mayr arc model and λ=2 

points out to Cassie arc model: 

 	  +  +  , 	  	  (2.11) 

Here ,    and    . For the arc models, dissipated power and 

arc time constant are expected to get the effect on arc voltage behavior during 

current zero-crossing.  Consequently, there will be the impact on the ignition 

voltage, Transient Recovery Voltage (TRV), and Rate of Rise of Re-striking 

Voltage (RRRV) [48]. This will be really interesting to investigate different cases 

and scenarios. The research on TRV and RRRV is continued in following 

chapters of this thesis.  

2.6 THE MECHANISM OF HTS BREAKER  

The method of arc control in perspective of HTS breaker will differ from oil, 

vacuum or air-break circuit-breakers.  The oil breaker performs by flushing out 

the ‘combustion’ products of the arc while vacuum breaker works by controlling 

the arc medium and the air-breaker operates by controlling the re-striking voltage 

wave.  
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HTS breaker is likely to function in very cold space. The moving contact can move 

only a short space from the fixed contact while opening.  When the contacts first 

separate in mid-cycle, an arc is driven and the current continues to flow.  

When the re-striking voltage is found across the open contacts, for HTS 

environment there should be no gas dielectric to break down.  Therefore the 

chance of growing a new arc should be less.  The arc consequently should not 

restrike.  HTS breaker contacts will likely be suitable for repeated use as 

contactors.   

The Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB) is very common, particularly for medium 

ranges of voltage, due to its excellent efficiency.  At VCB when the operating 

linkage reaches a certain level specified by the manufacturer, the whole vacuum 

interrupter element must be replaced. HTS breaker offers the advantage of 

replacement of its cold medium. 

Moreover, liquid nitrogen can work as an insulator as it is not electrically 

conductive. Nitrogen is a non-polar gas and thus it is likely to be non-conductive. 

The same theory is used by using liquid nitrogen in computer cooling.  
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(a)                          (b)  

Figure 4: Arcing stages for HTS breaker (a) during arcing in mid-cycle (b) during 

current-zero arc extinguish                         

In Figure 4 structure and arcing stage of HTSCB is shown. Figure 4(a) shows the 

proposed internal structure of HTSCB and the arc introduced in mid cycle. Figure 

4(b) demonstrates the development of arc channel in HTSCB.  

2.7 NUMEROUS CHALLENGES 

Few disadvantages of distribution systems of high voltage AC systems area 

appears as challenges for any type of breakers. Some of other challenges are 

summarized and briefly explained as follows:  

 

i. Complex and expensive System:  Operating and designing of HTS equipment 

are complex and expensive. For HVAC substations the converters are complex 

as well. Stations expenditure can be offset in this case, but offsets require power 

lines of considerable length as well. The power flow management in HTS systems 

demands steady communication among the terminals. Few downsides of related 

transmission systems such as links with high voltage systems area appear as 
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challenges for breakers. Building the HTSCB from these perspectives is 

obviously challenging.   

 

ii. Harmonics: It’s natural for current and voltage harmonics to occur in prompt 

disconnection areas with HTS machine.  The process is associated with the 

consumption of reactive power. Consequently, the system demands the 

installation of compensation units of reactive power and pricy filter-compensation 

sections.   

 

iii. Size and capacities: The concern for breaker sizes is a big challenge for 

protection study, it becomes even more challenging with cryogenic condition. The 

problem of breaker contact and LN arc chamber size optimization of HTSCB is 

outlined in Chapter 6 of this thesis.    

 

iv. Difficult grounding installation: HVAC transmission for HTS machine 

grounding requires a difficult and complicated installation.  It develops long 

lasting and efficient grounding.  

 

v. Corona loss: The electric field can grow from the surface of breaker contact 

during arcing. There is a chance to develop corona loss in this case. The charges 

on the contact surface often create leakage current and wastes energy [49].   

 

vi. Ohmic loss: The ohmic loss of the breaker contact is also a concern. As the 

electric charge carriers inside the bulk contacts experience resistance as a sort 

of friction. 
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CHAPTER 3- DEVELOPMENT OF HTS ARC MODEL 

 

Current interruption of a Circuit Breaker (CB) can be identified as a statistical 

approach.  The characteristic of a novel circuit breaker can only be investigated 

by a series of simulation and laboratory experiments.  A great range of tests 

should be executed in order to find appropriate outcomes. On the contrary, the 

expenditures of CB experiments are reasonably higher and time-consuming. 

Consequently, there is the benefit to get the results from the simulation of the 

breaker arc model as a way to supplement the essential tests [50]. The behaviour 

of HTS arc model and its characteristics in electrical power networks meets the 

same purpose.  

An arc model of HTSCB is developed with MATLAB ® Simulink [51] in this chapter. 

The model is developed as a combination of the famous Cassie's and Mayr's 

differential arc equations. HTS arc model's simulation study and the behaviour of 

HTSCB describes a complex breaker model that is inserted into a simple 

equivalent network. From the model elements the following issues are 

investigated in this chapter: 

- The breaker efficiency of current interruption.   

- Characteristics of breaker in the network under different specific 

conditions. 

The chapter is based on the following articles:  

[1] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane, N. K. C. Nair, “Development of Browne’s 

Arc model for HTS Application” in Power System Technology (POWERCON), 

2016 International Conference on, Wollongong, NSW, Australia. (2016) 

[2] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Arcing Behaviour of 

A Potential High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Circuit Breaker Arc Model" 

in 2018 IEEE IESES, Waikato, New Zealand, (2018). 
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3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF BROWNE’S ARC MODELLING FOR HTS  

The theories of Arc Modelling and its limitation from HTS arcing perspective are 

discussed in Section 2.3 of this thesis. Arc characteristic under high current 

shows some useful results. Browne’s combined theory is considered as a 

preliminary solution for the development of HTS arc model.  

 

            

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5: (a) HTS arc model with network equivalent (b) HTS arc model 

theoretical structure: Browne’s Combined Arc modelling for HTS Application 

Scope

±v

±i
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Network Equivalent Reactor
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The theoretical structure in network equivalent and the inside framework of the 

arc model are shown in Figure 5 . The model is firstly prepared on a sample of 

simulated arc voltage and current results. In Figure 5, HTS arc model with 

network equivalent and the inside of HTS arc model is shown. The arcing 

experiment of the HTS arc model is demonstrated in Chapter 6.  

Arc is extinguished for each current zero in AC. In the Browne’s arc models 

current sources are used control the voltage in order to investigate the arcing 

situation. The differential equations are modeled in MATLAB® Simulink for prior 

and around current zero. If i is the current  that passes through prior to the 

opening of breaker contact and L is the inductance of the system, then the 

expression for switching over voltage  during opening of contacts is V = L.(di/dt).  

where di/dt is the rate of change of current with respect to time.    

In this proposed model the HTS breaker mechanism is maintained with a time 

constant of first order. The setup is modelled as a frequency dependent model. 

When 11 kV supply is applied, it results in a high current that exceeds the circuit 

breaker current rating and hence the breaker trips. The reset is then pressed, and 

the voltage is ramped up. The breaker then trips just beyond the circuit breaker 

current rating. This is the simple mechanism for the HTS arc model.  A device 

block is used as well to switch the differential into physical measurement signals 

pressure, P and temperature, T. In order to use the breaker especially for other 

HTS applications, the Matlab model assumes an ideal pressure and temperature 

sensor.  The pressure and temperature are assessed across two ports of the HTS 

breaker arc model.   

The controlled current source and measurement block of Figure 5 work as links 

between electrical signals and Simulink blocks. The transfer function for the 
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simulation block measures the voltages across elements and the currents 

through breaker contacts and transmission line. The function of numerous 

components of the Brown arc model is clarified in the following section. The 

important block parameters of Browne’s arc model are used as: 

Temperature Sensor Block: The operation of breaker contact is controlled by 

the temperature control and a current controlled source. The contacts are 

separated for any temperature rise about set tolerant cooling temperature of 90 

K during arcing or any arc current beyond rated current.    

DEE (Differential Equation Editor):  Browne arc model’s equations have been 

designed by means of the Simulink Differential Equation Editor (DEE) block. As 

discussed in section 2.3, Browne’s combined arc model consists of a Cassie and 

Mayr arc model in series. That is dlng/dt=1/tau_m*((ui/P0)-1) and 

dlng/dt=1/tau_c*((u^2/Uc^2)-1) respectively for the equations (2.6) and (2.7). The 

function block is set for four free parameters: tau_m is the Mayr time constant, P0 

is the Mayr cooling power, tau_c is the Cassie time constant and Uc is the Cassie 

arc voltage. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6: (a) Function Block Parameter and (b) DEE block of Browne’s Arc 
model  

 

In Figure 6, u(1) and u(2) are two inputs of the DEE block. u(1) equals the arc 

voltage: u. u(2) symbolise the separation of the HTSCB’s contacts.  If u(2) = 1 the 

contacts are being opened and u(2) = 0 when the contacts are closed. x0 is the 

initial value of the state variable, i.e. the initial value of the arc conductance: g(0). 

x(1), x(2) are the state variables of the differential equation. In this case it is 

natural logarithm of the arc conductance: ln(g). Finally, y is the output of the DEE 

block and the arc current is i.  

Hit crossing: The Simulink ‘Hit crossing’ block registers the data when input data 

crosses the zero value. For this simulation it is used for current. For this reason, 

this block assures that the simulation locates the zero crossing point by adjusting 

the step size. This is worth addressing that the current and voltage zero crossing 

of the HTSCB reacts as a non-linear resistance. This is regarded as a significant 

moment for interruption technique.  The more accurate the interruption is close 

to current-zero, the better it is for the interruption process. 
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Step: The Simulink ‘Step’ block controls contact separation of the proposed 

HTSCB. A step is developed from zero-value to one for the particular contact 

separation time.  Differential equation 3.1 is solved for the condition when the 

contacts are closed. 

 ln
0 

(3.1) 

The arc model acts as a conductance with the value g(0). For the time on of 

contact separation, the Mayr equation can be resolved as:  

 ln
	
1
	

1  
(3.2) 

Controlling the Arc conductivity and model resistance: Mayr's and Cassie's 

models are only appropriate in current zero area. HTS arc model has a distinctive 

advantage for this current zero as well. The complete HTS arc model adjusts the 

conductivity of resistors from both models. It works as like as the real circuit 

breaker. Prior to the breaker is disconnected, its resistance is kept constant and 

very small. For both models, the value of 10-5 Ω is used. 

The electric arc burns in the breaker as soon as contact disconnection takes 

place. In the HTS model, a constant voltage for the arc is considered with the pre-

set values for either sections of the model. The overall resistance of the model is 

measured in accordance with the pre-set values. The current  passes via the arc 

determine this resistance. This is carried out by one part of the model and the 

part sets the early conditions of the calculation. 

The arc time is assumed for few microseconds in the simulation. The resistance 

of the model is transferred and controlled in accordance with both differential 

equations.  This is a significant section of the simulation prior to current zero point.  

The resistance is determined based on the differential equations till successful 
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arc is extinguished. In this instance, the resistance of both sections of the model 

is placed to a high value (10+5 Ω). If arc extinguishing is not recognized, the 

differential equations are used to determine arc resistance until end of the 

simulation.   The  results are claimed realistic results following the same process 

in [45] .  

3.2 ARC MODEL COMPUTATION  

3.2.1 Arc current and arc voltage     

This study will use a precise mathematical model to identify and summarize the 

particular behavior of HTS switch arc. The electromechanical HTS breaker 

mechanism is approximated with a first-order time constant, and it is assumed 

that the mechanical force is proportional to load current.  

 

 

Figure 7: Arc voltage and current for Browne’s Arc model for HTS application 
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When 11kV supply is applied, it results in a high current that exceeds the circuit 

breaker current rating, and hence the breaker trips. The reset is then pressed, 

and the voltage is ramped up. The breaker then trips just beyond the circuit 

breaker current rating.  

From the simulation the findings are as follows:  

- The arc acts as a non-linear resistance.  

- The power input into the arc channel is zero. 

- The arc voltage is constant in the high current period. 

It is assumed that a typical arc can exist after current zero because the arc 

temperature exceeds a certain value for cryogenic. The equation for energy can 

be integrated from r=0 to the arc radius and yields another equation, which is 

accurate enough for the realistic application purpose so it is not necessary to 

include the other equations anymore. As suggested in [31] the simplified equation 

is used as in MATLAB function. This is applicable to more general cases with 

respect to the circuit breaker and can be modified to match the test data for 

different cases.  

In the case of interruption of very high current, it can be considered as an extreme 

case study for the arc model. In that case, there is the possibility of the air 

breakdown. The arc is regarded as a non-linear resistance too. However, the arc 

has no re-striking. It tends to keep conducting through the arc path under this 

high current, which makes the arc extinction impossible.   
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Switch voltage shows the periodical steady state at one stage as shown in Figure 

7. The simulation result reflects that the arc under the high current tends to last 

for a longer time which is absolutely intolerable in system operation. Although the 

arc length will not enlarge significantly when compared with that under low 

current, the long-lasting time of the arc may cause the other switches or breakers 

to be opened by the control signals coming from the relay protection system. 

3.2.2 Sweep values of parameters  

It is frequently required to execute multiple iterations of an arc circuit to recover 

its faulty features. A parameter sweep of a complex circuit like arc model can be 

executed for a different variation of analysis frequencies. It can be used in order 

to estimate unknown model parameters, tune control parameters or to examine 

the effectiveness of an algorithm. The problem of minimizing the arcing time of 

HTS arc model with a parameter sweep is discussed in this section. A standalone 

executable MATLAB® based program is performed in this regard. Steps to 

perform parameter sweep in MATLAB are as follows: 

 

Figure 8: Parameter sweep steps of HTS arc model 

In Figure 8, the steps of parameter sweep are shown. First, a standalone 

executable program is built for the HTS arc model. Then, the parameter set for 

1) Build standalone executable program

2) Generate different parameter sets

3) Run standalone simulation 

Parameter1, 
Time constant

Parameter2, 
reference 
voltage

4) Plot results
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the arc model is generated for the parameters like the time constant and the 

reference voltage. The iteration process shifts the dimensions of the parameters 

of arc model. The optimized value of parameterization provides the best results 

for minimum arc timing within a user-defined range. Finally, the results are shown 

by running the standalone simulation. The results are then analysed and 

compared with each run.  In order to repeatedly change the value of black box 

parameter, a separate variable needs to be created in MATLAB workspace. 

According to interruption theory, arc voltage above reference voltage decrease 

the current. If arcing voltage is higher than the reference voltage, the value of arc 

current is cut down to zero. The simulation result of Browne's arc model can 

validate this theory. In this section, arcing voltage time is decided by a time 

constant.  It ensures the dependency of fault time on selected parameters.  Two 

parameters of Browne's arc model: reference voltage and time constant is 

selected for parameter sweeping calculation.  Several values are chosen for each 

parameter as stated in Table 1 and the result is shown against arc voltage and 

current. One default value is chosen for the parameter, whereas the others are 

varied.  

Table 1. Iterative simulation of chosen Sweep values 

Parameters Default value Sweep value 

 [µs] 100 50,80,110,140,170 

Uc [kV] 11 9,11,13,15,17 

 

Figure 9 shows that arc voltage and current grows with the variation of reference 

voltage and time constant.  It is found that if the time constant increases, the 
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voltage generation slows down. Consequently, current interruption time slows 

down as well. 

     

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9: Browne’s model transient response with respect to (a) reference 

voltage (b) time constant 

In Figure 9 (a), it is shown that when rated voltage Uc is grown, the arc peak 

voltage also grows. If the reference voltage develops, the slope of voltage 

increases as well.  The ignition becomes steeper to ensure arc current can reach 

zero instantly. It is noticeable, time constant influence the arc voltage and current. 

If time constant increases, voltage graph stretches with the transition and current 

graph becomes broader. Arc voltage influences the voltage graph as well. 

Voltage graph follows an upward trend with the rise of the value. In general, for 

all the cases the initial and ending transient point is identified within the range of 

20-80ms. The values are used in the following calculations.   
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3.2.3 Arc resistance 

HTS materials for electrical machines rely significantly for its critical current 

densities at temperatures to the point when cryogenic losses are tolerable. 

Among the HTS materials MgB2,  (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox and YBa2Cu3Ox operates 

within  the temperature range  30K to 120K. In Table 2, Classification of different 

critical temperature of HTS compounds is enlisted [52]. HTS power cables, 

generators, leads, transformers, motors, energy-storage devices and fault current 

limiters are using Bi-series HTS material in great extent.    

Table 2. Classification of different critical temperature of HTS compounds 

HTS Family Compounds Highest, Tc 
Bi-HTS Bi-1212 102K 

Bi-2201 34K 
Bi-2234 110K 

Pb-HTS Pb-1212 70K 
Pb-1223 122K 

Hg-HTS Hg-1201 95K 
Hg-1234 127K 
Hg-2234 114K 

123-HTS Y-123, YBCO 92K 
Yb-123 89k 

B-HTS B-1223 75K 
B-1245 85K 

 

The arc originates from the contacts or from the transition of high voltage 

discharge. For steady state situation, the rate of arc current changes very little. 

Electric arcing is self-sustained discharge. The arc originates from the contacts 

or from the transition of high voltage discharge. For steady state situation, the 

rate of arc current changes very little. The increased arc current flow increases 

the ionization in liquid nitrogen arc chamber. Arc possesses negative resistance 

characteristics. Applied voltage and arc resistance may vary to calculate the 

property of arcing length. 
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(a)                                                           (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 10: (a) The change rate of average arc resistance for different arc 

current and (b) The change rate of average arc resistance for different critical 

temperature of different materials of HTS family (c) The change of resistance for 

breaker contacts 

 

Figure 10(a) demonstrates the average arc resistance for various current ranges. 

Arc resistance is calculated by dividing arc voltage with arc current at each data 

point. As a result arc's dynamic characteristic, the arc resistance is found as 

constant as a standard resistor.  The graph is obtained by averaging the arc 

resistance for several gap lengths at described load current level. It is found that 

the arcing current has an impact on arc resistance. When the current is low, the 

load current shows a significant impact on the arc resistance. Figure 10 (b) 

demonstrates the change rate of average arc resistance for critical temperature 

of different materials of HTS family. All of the curves from different HTS families 

show a downward trend of arc resistance characteristics in Figure 10 (b). Figure 
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10 (c) shows the relationship for resisance of supercondcting contact and the 

current passes through it. As the resistance increases linearly for increasing 

current through the contacts, it means it will resist the current during arcing.  

3.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The primary benefit of the arc model is that it can be straightaway utilized in 

numerous machine models and complex network. Similarly, this HTS arc model 

can also be applied in order to identify the current interruption performance of 

HTSCB for particular conditions determined by different machines and networks.  

The sweep value of parameters and the average arc resistance show the 

advantage of dealing with the non-linear arc models. In the high current interval, 

the arc-circuit interaction changes slowly. The effect of the parameters is 

investigated within the limited number of ranges. Large computational steps can 

be taken for future investigations as well. Around current zero, the arc 

characteristics are expected to be changed faster. Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows 

the characteristics result of the Browne’s HTS arc model. The arc model  

therefore needs to investigate TRV of HTS arc model during the short time of 

arcing before current zero. In Chapter 4, the HTS arc model is used to find the 

characteristic of TRV for different current zero scenarios.  
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CHAPTER 4- CURRENT-ZERO SCENARIO OF HTS ARC 

MODEL  

 

In this chapter, the HTS arc model is used to find the characteristic of TRV for 

current zero scenarios.  After the current interruption in HTSCB,  the arcing 

medium around the contacts is stressed due to the Rate of Rise of Recovery 

Voltage (RRRV).  The existing charged particles begin to drift and trigger post-

arc current. Consequently, large amount of energy is produced in the arc channel. 

Current interruption problem then converts towards quenching issue of 

discharging particle. The stage of this quench elimination of electric power input 

starts from the thermal losses and the recovery voltage of electric arc. The 

phenomenon is named as the thermal recovery phase which lasts for few 

microseconds only. For HTS machine it is very important to control the quenching 

current within miliseconds to maintain its superconductivity. The study and 

controlling of RRRV for any breaker therefore very important.  

In this chapter, two different types of switching: normal and controlled have been 

used in order to analyze the RRRV of HTSCB.   

This chapter is based on the following articles: 

[1] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane, and N. K. C. Nair. "The improvement of 

Rate of Rise of Recovery Voltage (RRRV) for an HTS breaker " In 12th IEEE PES 

Powertech Conference, IEEE, 2017. 

[2] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Analysis of Rate of 

Rise of Recovery Voltage (RRRV) effect of a High-Temperature Superconductor 

(HTS) Arc Model" IET Journal of Transmission, Generation, Distribution. 

(Provisionally accepted-April 2018) 
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4.1 NORMAL SWITCHING OF HTS ARC MODEL   

The implementation of arcing phenomenon of a circuit breaker in a network is 

quite complex. The steps for this experiment are shown in Figure 11. In this 

particular study, it is assumed that the fault is located at the circuit-breaker 

terminal. 

 

Figure 11. Different steps of RRRV improvement of an HTS breaker 

4.1.1 Developing arc model  

A Browne’s model for HTS application and its calculation of power system 

transients is investigated earlier in section 3.1. The proposed model of the HTS 

breaker is maintained with a time constant of the first order for any distribution 

network. For 11kV supply when it results in a high current that exceeds the circuit 

breaker current rating and the breaker trips. It is also assumed that a typical arc 

can appear after current zero because the arc temperature exceeds a certain 

value for the cryogenic condition. The equation for energy can be integrated from 

r=0 to the arc radius which is accurate enough for the realistic application 

purpose. The simplified equations are used as in MATLAB function. These are 

more general cases with respect to the circuit breaker and can be modified to 

match the test data for different cases.  

Step‐1
• Developing arc model

Step‐2
• Inserting HTS arc model into the network 
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• Fault Current interruption approach

Step‐4
• Different optimized results for arc model parameters 

Step‐5
• Transient analysis
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Browne simplified the equation of Cassie and the Mayr [29] . The theory of Cassie 

before current zero is represented as: 

 
	
1

	
2
θ
	
1

	
2
θ
	
1

 
(4.1) 

The theory of Mayr around current zero as: 

 
	 	 	

θ 	
 

(4.2) 

4.1.2 Inserting HTS arc model into the network  

HTS arc model is used in this section to investigate the interrupting short-circuit 

currents or for the current interruption. For this analysis, the HTS arc model is 

inserted in this step into a distribution network along with an HTS transformer as 

shown in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. Equivalent circuit of a distribution network for HTS arc model with 

HTS transformer 

The HTS transformers are claimed to be very efficient which are developed to 

meet the mechanical reliability of insulation and windings system. The most 

common high-temperature superconductors used for HTS transformers are 

Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox (Bi-2223), YBa2Cu3Ox (Y-123 or YBCO) and Bi2Sr2Ca1Cu2Ox 
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(Bi-2212). Such products established superconducting actions at the temperature 

below 105, 90 and 80K correspondingly and work nicely in cryogenic condition 

[53-54 ]. Usual linear transformer block with HTS transformer specification is 

used here. Several studies are performed to investigate the operation of HTS 

power transformers in real life [55- 56]. HTS transformer performs pretty well in 

distribution network from technical and economic aspects [57-58].   

4.1.3 Fault Current interruption approach  

For fault line case, the circuit breaker arc model behavior is analysed through 

RRRV characteristics. Usually, the medium voltage circuit breaker is used in 

order to meet the requirements for terminal fault. The simulation is performed for 

11kV HTS circuit breaker arc model in order to examine the arc model ability to 

interrupt a fault in that connected to a faulty system. The circuit breaker arc model 

efficiency is highly impacted by the early part of TRV which is an accumulation of 

several saw-tooth waves. Typically, the application of medium voltage circuit 

breakers is chosen in order to meet the requirements for terminal fault. The 

simulation is performed in order to examine the HTS arc model ability to interrupt 

a fault that is connected to an HTS transformer.  

The short circuit current Isc is a line breaker current for a fault applied near HTS 

transformer line. It appears that an adequately huge voltage of arcing can drive 

the disrupted current with a perfect HTS arc model. This step presents the 

numerical method of interruption applied in the simultaneous solution of electrical 

network and arc equations.  

Very high RRRV grows around the circuit breaker arc model when fault occurs in 

the network. For this study, the fault is considered straight away after the HTS 

transformer. Consequently, extreme TRV situations may affect the network.  
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Hence the value of the capacitance between HTS circuit breaker and HTS 

transformer is vital to compensate the peak TRV values. 

4.1.4 Different optimized results for arc parameters  

The arc equation and the characteristic is determined earlier as a non-linear 

function in section 3.2.1 of this thesis. The challenge of optimization is the solution 

of the highly non-linear equations.  The conventional equation of Cassie and Mayr 

equations are used respectively in order to utilize the Browne's theory for the 

prepared HTS Arc model [59].  

The accuracy of the model substantially depends on the exactness of the 

parameters. The HTS arc model parameters calculation demands intricate 

analysis for both physical and structural data of HTS breaker arc model. MATLAB 

based Genetic Algorithm (GA) tool is used in order to determine the parameters 

of HTS arc model and ANSYS model is used in ANSYS workbench for the 

breaker size optimization. Different result of the parameters is then used in order 

to minimize the RRRV of the HTS arc model.  Calculated voltage and currents 

are used to draw out the parameters. In the HTS arc model, the parameters are 

mostly two types:  

i) Direct parameter: like near-zero arc conductance, post-arc current magnitude 

etc. which are from the empirical parameters.  

ii) Indirect parameter: several arc parameters like time constants, cooling power, 

arc current and arc time etc,  

In order to optimize the parameters, the nonlinear behavior of the HTS arc model 

is described as: 
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1 		

1
1  

(4.3) 

where g is the arc conductance (Siemens). The integral equation is known as: 

 
 

(4.4) 

 

 
	  

(4.5) 

 

In the equation i(t) and v(t) are arc current (Ampere) and arc voltage (kV) 

respectively, while R for the arc resistance, t is the arc time constant (seconds) 

and P is the arc power loss (Watts).      

Again, the equation for the constant of arc time is:  

 τ = τ(R)= τ0Rα (4.6) 
 

and for the loss of power it is:  

 P(R)=P0Rβ (4.7) 

where α and β are constants of the arcs. The constants impact the conductance 

dependency of P and t respectively [ 60- 61]. 

Table 3: Optimized Parameters 

Optimized 
Parameters  

Arc model Parameters 
Values Parameters Values 

Rated breaking 
(IHTS/ISC) 

10/5 Rated 
Frequency 

50Hz 

Short Circuit 
breaking current  

1200A Over travel 

 

4±1 mm 

Rated short 
circuit making 
current  

1500 A Average 
closing 
speed 

0.6~1.2 m/s 

Stroke 7-9 Peak (kV) 550 
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In Table 3, different optimized parameters of arc model and ANSYS model are 

listed. The wide range of arc parameters shows the actual state of prospective 

HTS circuit-breaker.   

The electrical behavior of the HTS circuit breaker can be predicted through the 

HTS arc model. But Browne's HTS arc models in MATLAB shows some 

limitations particularly for the complex physical operations within the HTS breaker 

model. Therefore for better outcomes, ANSYS Maxwell package is used to 

simulate complex actions in this analysis. 

In reality, the arc resistance raises from zero to almost no-limit in 

milliseconds(ms) during the current interruption. The RRRV grows around the 

HTS circuit breaker contacts right after current interruption. A very small amount 

of current can still circulate around the contacts.  

4.1.5 Transient analysis  

The switching phenomena is regarded as one of the fundamental features of the 

circuit breaker which relates to the voltage level transformation. These 

phenomena are described as the fault current through the HTS arc model. It 

happens concerning the HTS breaker contacts prior to the current interruption. 

The non-zero resistance of the arc model is a concern in this regard. The arc also 

occurs around the contacts of the HTS circuit breaker. The arc voltage and 

current throughout the zero-value are simultaneously instantaneous. In cryogenic 

chamber, the arc is cooled off rapidly. As long as the current experiences current 

zero, the HTS circuit breaker can interrupt the current.    
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The arcing time is very important for analyzing the arc quenching behavior of HTS 

breaker arc model. For this calculation, the limitation index for fault current is used 

as: 

 
% 

(4.8) 

where ISC1   and ISC2 are fault currents before and after HTS breaker respectively. 

For the study of arc-circuit interaction, the arc model simulates the nonlinear 

behavior and the minuscule time constants.  

Switching Transient 

Following peak ratings of the recovery voltage often need to be observed for the 

performance of AC high voltage circuit breakers: i. Peak TRV in kV ii. Time to 

Peak of TRV in μs and iii. RRRV in kV. These ratings are dependent on its 

different shapes as well. Three fundamental TRV features are often found as:  i. 

Cosine waveform ii. Triangular TRV waveform iii. Exponential cosine TRV 

waveform.  

TRV functionalities of a circuit breaker are also important in order to improve the 

short circuit current phenomena as it is known that TRV relies much on the short 

circuit level of a network [12].  

TRV in a breaker is usually evaluated by the following equations:  

 	  (4.9) 
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where Td is the TRV-time delay,  is the time to peak. Also √2ω  is 

used where IL is the fault current, Z is the surge impedance of line, Emax is the 

rated maximum voltage K is the ratio of fault current to rated short-circuit current 

[62].   

In this section, simulation configuration, system specification and modelling of 

equipment with an HTS Transformer with fault interruption are discussed for the 

same AC voltage of 11 kV.  1 MVA 11kV/415V HTS Transformer ratings [63] are 

used in this study. 

RRRV Improvement  

The waveforms of the TRV for HTS breaker arc model is calculated when a fault 

appears immediately after HTS transformer. The comparison is also identified 

under fault conditions as shown in Figure 13.  

The HTS arc model is integrated in a circuit using convenient technique and 

RRRV is used as a function of the arc length. In Figure 13 , at t = 0 s, the circuit 

breaker contact separation starts.  The computed RRRV is shown in Figure 13 

(a).  For this experiment, the power transformer is linked with the HTS circuit 

breaker. The time delay used is very low.  A modified conventional TRV 

parameter is chosen.  

In Figure 13 (b) and (c) it is clearly shown that the RRRV is reduced than Figure 

13 (a). However,   normal switching of breaker arc model experienced   numerous 

difficulties.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 13. RRRV reduction by different optimized value (a) High RRRV in fault 
current (b)-(c) Improved RRRV result of HTS breaker arc model for fault  

 

To summarize, it is found that normal switching of arc model cannot address the 

capacitance or inductive effect due to stored electric charge and its effect on fault 

current.  In Section 4.2, the arc model is applied for further studies of RRRV 

analysis with controlled switching (CFI method) of arc model.  
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4.2 CONTROLLED SWITCHING OF HTS ARC MODEL  

In this section, controlled switching of HTS arc model is investigated. The steps 

for this experiment are shown in Figure 14. In this particular study, it is assumed 

that the fault is located at the circuit-breaker terminal. For the controlled switching 

calculation, the mathematical expression of RRRV is developed across the HTS 

arc model. Then corresponding RRRV is investigated for limiting inductance and 

capacitance values. 

 

Figure 14: Steps for analysis of RRRV of HTS breaker arc model  

 

4.2.1 Controlled Fault Interruption (CFI) Algorithm  

The application of controlled switching of breaker arc model following the basic 

principles of Controlled Fault Interruption (CFI) is a known method for applications 

like energization or de-energization of power transformers. The primary goal of 

CFI is to synchronize the opening/closing of HTSCB’s arcing contacts regarding 

a focused current zero and to achieve a steady arcing time for HTSCB. The result 

will be controlled by the restriction of a minimum viable arcing time before the 

focused current zero. The fundamental operating principle of HTS arc model for 

CFI is illustrated in Figure 15. For simplicity, only the theory for the opening part 

1
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of HTSCB’s contacts is discussed in Figure 15. It also demonstrates tripping 

command in CFI mode of HTS arc model for a single phase fault current.  

 

 

Figure 15: Basic theory of CFI 

CFI method interrupts the arcing in order to achieve the quickest feasible arcing 

time. As shown in Figure 15, tPRED= the system predicts about tripping, 

tHTSCB_OPEN= HTSCB’s contacts apart time, tMIN_ARC= minimum arc time for 

interruption at first current zero,  tARC_DIRECT =the direct arc time,  tARC_CFI= an arc 

time for CFI method, tWAIT= waiting time, tPROT = protection response time. T= total 

fault clearing time. Predicting the current zero time of interruption should be 

accurate. It is noticeable, in Figure 15 tMIN_ARC is considerably shorter than 

tARC_DIRECT. In CFI, arcing time will be near to minimum and  tARC_CFI needs 

to be marginally larger than the expected tMIN_ARC. For CFI, trip command of 
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HTSCB is also delayed after tPRED.  The sequence of controlled switching of 

breaker model with respect to phase voltage zero is a comprehensive process. 

Initially, the circuit breaker is set to open as shown in Figure 15. In normal 

switching mode, the contacts of HTSCB opens without focusing phase zero 

(anywhere in 0-360 electrical degrees).  While in CFI mode, the contact of HTSCB 

will "focus" for a nearby phase zero to make the interruption. The operation 

happens instantaneous with respect to the phase voltage. In Figure 15, the 

objective is to match the opening/closing of HTSCB's contact near any phase 

voltage zero. Consequently, a “potential” phase voltage zero should be 

determined as a “focus” where opening/closing command of the HTSCB can be 

matched. Determining the “focus” phase voltage zero should have: i. previous 

phase voltage zero ii. HTSCB's predicted circuit breaker closing operation time 

(from Browne’s HTS arc model). Once "focus" point is decided, the updated 

operating time for CFI mode will be acknowledged. Thus, HTSCB's 

opening/closing request is delayed accordingly until a matched operation is 

reached.  

4.2.2 HTS Arc model with HTS transformer in network   

This is the same step already discussed as section 4.1.2. In normal condition, the 

flux reaches its highest value at π/2 angle or at one-fourth cycle. No flux should 

be associated to the HTS core before the supply is switched on. The flux value 

reaches to a higher value depending on the switching of HTS arc model.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 16: (a) Equivalent circuit of a network for HTS transformer (b)HTS 

transformer internal circuit 

 
The HTS transformers block performs efficiently as it is developed to meet the 

mechanical reliability of insulation and windings system. In Figure 16 (b) ,  and 

 are primary side resistance and secondary side resistance of HTS transformer 

respectively. and 	represent the leakage reactance of primary and secondary 

side of HTS transformer respectively.	   presents the inductance of the HTS 

core while  and  are the terminal voltage of phase to the ground from primary 

side and secondary side respectively. Primary side voltage is found from Figure 

16(b) as:   

 sin 	 (4.12) 
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∅
			

∅ . ∅
	 (4.13) 

where N1 is number of turn, ∅  is core flux,  is the voltage-phase at 0, is 

magnetizing current,	  is inductance in primary side.  

 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ cos	 	 (4.14) 

where ∅  is residual flux and ∅  is maximum flux and. In Equation (5) At θ =π/2 

it is found: 

 
∅ ∅ ∅ sin	 	

(4.15) 

 

where residual flux magnitude, ∅ 	 has some transient flux values and arc-time 

constant  . The maximum of magnetizing current is obtained as below:  

 
∅

2∅ ∅ 2.22	
	 (4.16) 

where	  is area of HTS core,  is the area of the HTS core along winding and 

μ0 is air permeability. From equation (4.16) it is clear that ∅ 	 is directly 

proportional to the flux value corresponding to the magnetizing inrush current 

value of  value can be minimized by adjusting the value of phase angle of the 

voltage at the time of switching.  

4.2.3 Fault current interruption approach 

The simulation is performed for 11kV HTS breaker arc model in order to examine 

the arc model ability to interrupt a fault with CFI method. The short circuit current 

Isc is line breaker current for a fault applied near HTS transformer line. There are 

some requirements that need to be followed for CFI method at fault condition in 

AC breakers [4]. The requirements for this system are described as: i. Finding the 

target current zero times having realistic precision (approx. ±0.5 ms) ii. Finding 
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the ‘focus’ current zero time (starting from 0.5 cycle) iii. Recognized steady circuit 

breaker opening time  iv. Recognizing steady minimum arcing time.  Requirement 

no. i and ii are the limitation of the control algorithm.  Requirement no iii and iv 

are controlled from the characteristics of the HTSCB. Any substantial calculation 

response time limitations aren’t considered in the modified CFI algorithm. As this 

is really incomprehensive if CFI algorithm of HTS arc model needs a number of 

cycles to find the ‘Focus’ point. In CFI algorithm, the synchronizing control of 

arcing time is important in order to achieve a successful tripping of HTS arc 

model. The simplified flow chart of modified CFI process is shown in Figure 17.  

If the CFI method fail to arrive at a feasible ‘focus’ point, then a decision must be 

taken. The decision based on minimal operating time and waiting time help to 

permit the control scheme and to seek a viable solution. Otherwise it will defer 

tripping of HTS arc model for minimal operating time.  

 

 

Figure 17: Simplified flow chart of CFI process with HTS breaker arc model  
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4.2.4 Different optimized results for arc model parameters for CFI 

The arc equation and characteristic are determined in Chapter 3  as a non-linear 

function. The challenge of optimization is the solution of the highly non-linear 

equations.  The conventional equations of Cassie and Mayr are used respectively 

in order to utilize the Browne's theory for the prepared HTS Arc model. The 

optimization of arc energy, loss of power and arc time in order to minimize the 

RRRV of the system is discussed in this section.  

Parameter fitting of dynamic arc equations  

The accuracy of the model substantially relies on the precision value of the 

parameters [59- 61 ]. The accuracy can be maintained either by model prediction 

method [ 64 ], [ 65 ],[ 66 ] or by optimization of parameters. HTS arc model 

parameters calculation demands intricate analysis for both physical and structural 

data of HTS breaker arc model. MATLAB® based Genetic Algorithm (GA) tool is 

used here in order to determine the parameters of HTS arc model. The different 

result of the parameters are then used as a way to minimize the RRRV of HTS 

arc model.  First, calculated voltage and currents are used to draw out the 

parameters. In the HTS arc model, the parameters are mostly two types:  i) Direct 

parameter: like near-zero arc conductance, post-arc current magnitude etc. which 

are from the empirical parameters. ii) Indirect parameter: several arc parameters 

like arc time constants, arc current, energy and loss of power etc,  In order to 

optimize the parameters, the nonlinear behaviour of the HTS arc model are 

described as: 

 1 1
1 		

1
1 	 (4.17) 
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	 	 1 					

(4.18) 

where g is the arc conductance (Siemens), α and β are constants of the arcs, P 

is cooling power (Watts). For simplification of calculation some terms can be 

written as:    

 	  , 	  	 (4.19) 

 

where  , ,  , f2(t)=g(t),  and the function can be 

written as:    

 		 (4.20) 

 		 (4.21) 

where ts is time steps for CFI where u(t) and i(t) values are recorded. The values 

of the parameters are recorded in microsecond range with 20 second interval. 

Since the parameters are time-dependent variable. In equation (4.21), the values 

of X and Y which limit the values of F can be calculated as follows:  

 ∑ . . ∑ . ∑ . . ∑ 	

∑ . ∑ .∑
	

(4.22) 

 ∑ . . ∑ ∑ . . ∑ 	

∑ . ∑ . ∑
	

(4.23) 

For full-cycle algorithm, if the convention of s sample is written as samples 0, 1, 

2,….s-1. Then in exponential form the HTS arc model can be written as:  

 

⋮

sin cos
sin cos

⋮ ⋮
sin cos

cos
sin ⋮ 	

(4.24) 
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It is regarded as time series data of thousand samples and sampled data are 

used in the Least Squares algorithm matrix calculation. Using Least Square 

estimation, noise can be eliminated as follows:  

 

	
cos
sin 	 	

(4.25) 

 

Following the same process, half-cycle Fourier algorithm will result in following 

equations for Lth focused current-zero:  

 
	
2

	
(4.26) 

 
	
2

	
(4.27) 

Again, the integral equation of HTS arc model can be written for optimization as:  

 
	

(4.28) 

 
	 	

(4.29) 

In the equation i(t) and u(t) are arc current (Ampere) and arc voltage (kV) 

respectively, while R for the arc resistance. The equation for the constant of arc 

time is:   

 τg	 	τf	 τ R 	τ0Rα										 (4.30) 

Again, arc power in total  is calculated as:  

 	 	 	 (4.31) 
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where  is power loss due to radiation as the particles hit the wall of arc 

chamber of HTSCB,  is the power loss due to the turbulence of arcing,   

is power loss for axial mass flow,  for radial mass flow and  is the net 

power of the arc. For HTS Arc model, the losses are calculated as:  

 . . . 2 . 	 (4.32) 

 . 	 	 (4.33) 

 . 										 (4.34) 

 . 	 (4.35) 

 . . 	 . 	 (4.36) 

where , , , , 	, ,  are length, radius, mass density, pressure, 

temperature and volume of the arc respectively.  is Stefan Boltzmann’s 

constant,   and  are enthalpy of the inner and outer surface of the arc 

chamber. The constants impact the conductance dependency of P and t 

respectively.   

Parameter Extraction routine 

Summary of the program logic written in MATLAB® is described in Figure 18. As 

shown in Figure 18, the primary assumption is offered for the four indirect 

parameters. The method has default primary speculation for all the parameters 

(by enduring lower value). Then, arc conductance and its rate of change are 

calculated after primary speculation. The conductance are then calculated along 

with its derivative. The modified Cassie-Mayr equation is used for a system 

identification problem.  The estimation of linear and nonlinear parameter is used 

in this regard.  
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Figure 18: Flowchart of optimization routine 

The modified Cassie-Mayr equation is rearranged to a system identification 

problem of linear and nonlinear parameter estimations. The Nonlinear Least 

Square Optimization built-in function by MATLAB® is utilised. The process 

iterates trying to find a global minimum. Finally, the optimized parameters of the 

modified Cassie- Mayr equation are extracted. 

Optimized Model Parameters  

The discussion here refers to Browne’s HTS arc model. In Table 4, several 

optimized parameters of arc model are shown. The wide range of arc parameters 

shows the actual state of prospective HTSCB.The parameters are calculated for 

every half cycle.  
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Table 4: Optimized Parameters for CFI Interruption 

Optimized Parameters  Arc model Parameters 

Values Parameters Values 

Rated breaking (IHTS/ISC) 10/5 Rated 
Frequency 

50Hz 

Short Circuit breaking 
current  

1200A Average 
closing 
speed 

0.6~1.2 
m/s 

Rated short circuit current 
(peak) 

600 Peak (kV) 550 

 

Table 5: Determination of Arc Parameters 

Case 1  2 3 4 
Optimization Clearing 

time 
Arc Energy Clearing 

time 
Arc 
Energy 

Accuracy Moderate 
1 ms 

Moderate High 
1 ms 

High 

 

Table 6: Model Parameters 

Case P0 U 	    
Optimization 
Result  

154563.63 11.5235k 1.0x10-6 3.0x10-6 

 

Determination of arc parameters and optimized model parameter are shown in 

Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.    

4.2.5 Switching Transient Analysis of RRRV for CFI  

The switching phenomena is regarded as one of the very fundamental features 

of the circuit breaker which relates to the voltage level transformation. These 

phenomena are described as the fault current through the HTS arc model. It 

happens concerning the HTS breaker contacts prior to the current interruption. 

Hence, the non-zero resistance of the arc model is a concern in this regard. The 

arc also occurs around the contacts of the HTS circuit breaker. The arc voltage 
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and current throughout the zero-value are simultaneously instantaneous. As long 

as the current experiences current zero, the HTSCB can interrupt the current.     

Case-1: Terminal fault with Capacitance effect on RRRV 

 
The short-circuit current reaches its highest value for terminal faults. In this case, 

the condition is experienced with the interruption of HTS arc model and compared 

with the current limiting index. In Figure 19, equivalent loop circuit for single-

phase HTS arc model is shown. Us is the source power  and the peak value is 

	 sin	  and Urms is the root mean square (rms) value, Ls, Rs and Zs = Cs 

is the  source side inductance, resistance, and capacitance respectively. ZL = CL 

is the load side capacitance and  = phase angle on phase voltage when fault 

initiated.  

 

Figure 19: equivalent loop circuit for singl phase HTS arc model  

The arcing time is crucial for analysing the arc quenching behaviour of HTS 

breaker arc model. For this calculation, the current limitation index for fault current 

is used as:  

 
%	 (4.37) 
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where ISC1  and ISC2 are fault currents before and after HTSCB. For the study of 

arc-circuit interaction, the arc model simulates the nonlinear behaviour and the 

minuscule time constants. The steady RMS value of short-circuit current for the 

terminal fault is expressed as:   

 
	

sin
	 (4.38) 

Where 2  is the angular frequency of power source, f= 50Hz, Lf = field 

inductance due to meissner effect, Vs (t) = Vpk sin )  and fault appear at 

t=0 i.e. Vs (t) = Vpk sin ). To illustrate the relative impact of both the driving 

source voltage phase angle of fault initiation, and the system transient response 

time constant, the following (simplified) model for a single phase fault circuit is 

used. Assuming no pre-fault load current and a constant system fundamental 

frequency; fault is applied at time t = 0 on the driving source phase voltage. 

Solving via Laplace transformation will result in a fault current described by 

equation (4.39) below:   

 	 . sin . sin ∅ . 	 (4.39) 

where peak value of steady-state fault current, 	  , t= time, 

2  , f = power system (fundamental) frequency, R= fault resistance, L = fault 

inductance,  tan ∅ 	 , where ∅	 is power factor angle during short-circuit 

situation, establishing by Ls and Rs, the time  constant of the transient component 

of fault current, 	 . Cs  and CL are capacitors connected in parallel with 

HTSCB. Voltage around Cs  and CL (i.e UA and UB) reach their peak values at 

UApk and UBpk at the instant while the arc current passes zero.   
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√2 	

√2 sin
	

(4.40) 

The voltage equation is governed by the second order equation (4.41) as fault 

shows at t=0 i.e.  and Iss is the total fault current in the loop. Also, 

the TRV can be considered constant value during fault as Vs varies very little 

during short arc timing.   

 
	 	 	

(4.41) 

In equation (4.41), the resistance, Rs regarded as very small value. Therefore, 

UA will vary in an oscillatory shape. In equation (4.41), substituting 	

, , 	  and removing the forcing function, the 

equation stand as:   

 1 0	 (4.42) 

 4
2

	
(4.43) 

This becomes a complicated system to solve the under fault condition. In 

particular, when the value of the square root is negative and complex values are 

turned out. Applying Laplace transforms for the domain of Figure 19 RLC network 

circuit analysis will solve the second order equation (4.42) to find the circuit 

behaviour for terminal fault effect.  The complex transient condition of s domain 

analysis for  Figure 19 is re-written in equations (4.44) and (4.45).  

 	 	 	 	 (4.44) 

 
1
	 (4.45) 
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Again,  is the time when TRV,   grows as first peak. If T1 and T2 are the 

oscillation period of the capacitor voltage in the source side and HTS breaker arc 

model respectively and  T2<T1 then,  

 	
2

	 2 	 (4.46) 

RRRV of HTS arc model is defined as: 

 	 	 (4.47) 

 	
1 2

	 (4.48) 

 

Figure 20:  RRRV vs current limitation index with terminal fault  
Cs =0.05 μF and 1.5 μF 

 

This computational analysis is carried for: Us= 11kV, Ls= 10mH, Rs= 0.1 Ω, 

According to equations (4.37) and (4..48), the graph for RRRV and current 

limitation index, a are shown in Figure 20. It is seen if the value of the RRRV also 

increases and soon have a drop down. The reason is the arc chamber is 

pressurized by the RRRV after arcing. When rate of recovery near contact 

distance is quicker than the RRRV, it can be considered as a successful 
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interruption. The very first 5–10μs of the recovery phase region is known as 

recovery region. The region after 40 μs of interruption is known as the dielectric 

region. Whenever RRRV is quicker near contact distance, then there is a high 

chance of HTSCB breakdown. In Table 7, an overview of successive restrike 

current amplitudes is recorded.  

Table 7: Overvoltage at the time of  Restrike (limited numbers) 

Case RRRV- 1st
 RRRV - 2nd  RRRV- 3rd  RRRV - 4th  

Loop Voltage (pu) 1.5845 1.6684 1.8959 1.9143 
Restrike current (A) 255.65 267.27 284.76 287.35 
Closing time (sec.) 0.016 0.018 0.021 0.022 
Phase Voltage (pu) 1.9374 2.1852 2.8734 2.9634 

 

This is worthwhile to check the limiting inductance effect on RRRV for HTS arc 

model along with capacitance effect which is discussed in the following section. 

Case-2: Out of phase fault with limiting inductance effect on RRRV 

 
An inductance with HTS arc model terminal is used for this study. Following peak 

ratings of the recovery voltage often need to be observed for the performance of 

AC high voltage circuit breakers [62]. The mathematical expression of TRV is 

calculated in this section in order to express the RRRV as a function of different 

circuit parameters. Then, the influence of limiting inductance and fault current on 

RRRV is theoretically determined for an out of phase fault. TRV in a breaker is 

usually evaluated by the following equations:   

 	 	 (4.49) 

 
1

2
3

	
(4.50) 
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 2 	 (4.51) 

where Td is the TRV-time delay,  is the time to peak. Also √2ω  is 

used where IL is the fault current, Z is the surge impedance of line, Emax is the 

rated maximum voltage K is the ratio of fault current to rated short-circuit current.   

 

                  (a)                                       (b)                                    (c) 

Figure 21: Variation of RRRV for (a)out of phase fault (b)the function of 
fault current magnitude and (c) limiting inductance 

 

At t = 0 sec., the circuit breaker contact separation starts.  The computed voltage 

and RRRV are shown in Figure 21 for out of phase fault, fault current and limiting 

inductance. The calculated values of Ur and RRRV obtained in a simplified way. 

For the circuit of Figure 19, the waveform for different parameters is determined 

for theoretical expression of RRRV. The peak value of RRRV can be determined 

from  the slope of the Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b). For the minimum TRV-time 

delay, RRRV reaches its peak value of 1.7 Kv/μs. From the results, it is found 

that the value of limiting inductance has the influence on RRRV of HTS breaker 

arc model. On the basis of the mathematical equations (4.48), (4.50) and (4.51), 

the expression of RRV as a function of limited current can be written as:  

 		1.2	 		 (4.52) 

The factor 1.2 determines the tangent slope for the waveform of TRV. the 

dependence of RRRV on limiting inductance  is shown in Figure 21 (c). The value 
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of RRRV decreases significantly for increasing the small value of limiting 

inductance.  is the time where TRV shows its highest value of . In Table 8, 

numerous results during the second restrike are shown for both out of phase and 

terminal fault.    

Table 8: Overvoltage during second Restrikes 

Rated 
Voltage,  
Ur 

Fault 
type 

TRV 
Peak 
value 
U0 

Time 
t3 
µs 

Time 
delay 
ms 

RRRV= 
u0/t3 
kV/ µs 

11kV Terminal 28.4 28.4 18 0.21 
Out of 
phase 

18.2 18.4 9 0.32 

 

As mentioned in section 4.2.1, arcing time will be near to minimum and  tARC_CFI 

needs to be marginally larger than the expected tMIN_ARC. Hence, as shown in 

Table 9  fault case number 3 is a successful case of CFI. In Case numbers 1 and 

2 minimum operating time of 0.5 second is achieved instead.   

Table 9: CFI results  (limited numbers) 

Time Segments  tPROT tOPEN tMIN_ARC tARC_CFI  
Fault-1 15ms 22ms 12ms 10ms X 
Fault-2 15ms 22ms 12ms 10ms X 
Fault-3 15ms 22ms 12ms   8ms ✓ 

4.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS   

The normal switching used in Section 4.1 fails to address the capacitance or 

inductive effect due to stored electric charge and its effect on fault current.  

Therefore, in Section 4.2, the arc model is applied for further studies of RRRV 

analysis with controlled switching (CFI method) of arc model.  

Section 4.2 describes the simulation results of the fault arc for two different 

scenarios. The HTS arc model simulation results presented in this section for 

RRRV show very promising prospect for reducing the post-arc current for HTS 
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application. The arc characteristics for current zero measurements also ensure 

successful interruption of the experimental setup. The model also helps to 

develop the future TRV for HTS breaking applications.  The result of RRRV for 

the transformer fed fault case indicates the benefits of HTS arc model during the 

interruption. The proposed CFI algorithm for HTS arc model with ‘focus’ current 

zero therefore, is believed to determine the ‘focus’ time before ± 0.5 ms in real 

life application.  
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CHAPTER 5- APPLICATION OF CONTROLLED SWITCHING 

OF HTS ARC MODEL FOR DIFFERENT FAULT PROBLEMS  

 

In this chapter, Controlled Fault Interruption (CFI) mode application with HTS arc 

model is used for two different problems. The theory is used to mitigate the 

residual flux of HTS Transformer at first. The residual flux mitigation method for 

HTS transformer is demonstrated with CFI mode at first in section 5.1. The results 

show the usefulness of the calculation method. It reveals that the calculation can 

estimate the polarity of the residual flux accurately.  

Then, a fault detection algorithm is developed in order to detect and minimize the 

post-arc current of HTS arc model in section 5.2. THD is calculated under various 

working situations for HTS arc model’s calculated voltages. The simulation shows 

the transient behaviors of HTSCB during opening condition. The results also 

show the efficiency of the suggested process by predicting the faulty condition of 

HTSCB mechanism. 

 

This chapter is based on the following articles: 

[1] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Mitigation of Residual 

Flux for High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Transformer by Controlled 

Switching of HTS Breaker Arc Model" 2017 IEEE ISGT, Auckland, 2017, pp. 1-6. 

[2] A. Ullah, T. T. Lie, K. Gunawardane and N. K. C. Nair, " Failure Detection 

Algorithm for High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Breaker Arc Model" 2017 

IEEE ISGT North America, USA, 2018.  
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5.1 MITIGATION OF RESIDUAL FLUX FOR HTS TRANSFORMER 

AC circuit breaker’s controlled switching is a popular method to reduce dielectric 

and thermal stresses during switching of transformers, transmission lines, reactor 

and shunt capacitors. The magnitude of inrush current often reaches five to nine 

times of rated magnetizing current and thus it affects the network stability. 

Particularly, it affects the superconductivity of HTS transformer. Moreover, 

residual flux is developed in HTS transformer due to high inrush current. The 

amount of flux may increase to a very high value that has direct impact to have a 

very high transient inrush current.  This section of the thesis presents inrush 

current mitigation phenomena in a single-phase HTS transformer by controlled 

switching of HTS breaker arc model. The inrush current phenomenon is modelled 

for a single-phase HTS transformer. The inrush current is mitigated by the 

reclosing of a new type of arc model named HTS breaker arc model and the 

residual flux also minimized. The calculating method is established on the 

investigation of fast switching timing and characteristics of the HTS breaker arc 

model. 

5.1.1 Different switching methods and CFI 

Typically, three different approaches are followed to mitigate magnetic inrush in 

any power transformers. 

(i) The residual fluxes can be ignored by shutting at peak of voltage. The 

phenomena can overcome a reasonable degree of inrush current.  

(ii) By shutting the load side voltage while prospective flux is equal to residual 

flux. Residual flux is measured by integrating load side voltages.  

(iii) By controlled switching of the breaker. The Residual flux needs to be locked 

to its least probable degree during every cycle through controlled de-
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energization. The method needs to be accompanied by controlled energization 

of HTS transformer. To the extent that prospective flux needs to be identical to 

the residual flux. 

Other than these three methods Pre-Insertion Resistors (PIR) has also been used 

to mitigate inrush currents for transformers. Methods (ii) or (iii) are well-known 

method in order for mitigating inrush to a extremely decreased level. On load side 

Method (i) and (ii) needs supplemental voltage measurements. Method (iii) is 

chosen for this experiment among three methods for its efficiency, simplicity, and 

uncomplicated practical application.  

 

Figure 22: Modified Methodology of mitigating residual flux with CFI 

The proposed procedure is conveniently comprehended by block diagrams 

demonstrated in Figure 22. In very first step, residual flux in the phase is counted 

as zero. At the time of initial energization operation inrush current is recorded. 
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For next stages, the closing times for HTS breaker arc model is fixed by the 

optimum value of 1ms in order to reduce residual flux. An implementation of the 

large correction value in the phases may result into a misleading outcome. The 

high inrush current with faulty correction value would detrimentally affect HTS 

transformer's superconductivity. Afterward, transformer needs to be de-

energized again in a controlled way. The phenomena will be accompanied by re-

energization using adjusted and updated settings. Inrush current can still be 

identified as increasing. In that case, the entire method needs to commence again 

and the operating time requires to be decreased more until ideal mitigation impact 

is obtained. During each energization attempt, controlled de-energization needs 

to perform earlier than the controlled energization procedure.  

 

The energization of 11kV HTS transformers often results for high inrush currents. 

Consequently, it imposes substantial thermal stresses on HTS transformers and 

associated circuit breakers.  The controlled switching of AC circuit breakers is a 

popular method to overcome the inrush current. Though, some uncertainties in 

the measurement of circuit breaker’s operating time are found in [67]. CIGRE is 

noted to have potential research works regarding the need of HVAC circuit 

breakers with controlled switching controller [68-69].The method helps to reduce 

dielectric and thermal stresses during switching of shunt reactors and capacitors 

or transformers. Controlled switching features significant financial advantage 

along with several technical benefits. The performance of HTS breaker arc model 

has been used in this research to investigate its controlled switching. This is vital 

to get a steady operating time of HTS circuit breaker or breaker arc model 

throughout the operations in order to attain the similar amount of inrush current 
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and residual flux level. Usually, most of the modern era breakers present 

outstanding operating time regularity within ±0.5 ms.  

5.1.2 Residual flux calculation using CFI 

The residual flux of HTS transformer relies on three issues: (i) the winding 

connection (ii) the structure of HTS transformer and (iii) power factor angle. As 

power factor angle is a changing value, the result should observe before 

switching off the HTS transformer.  

 

As per the law of Faraday, core flux is acquired through the integration of 

induction voltage. The HTS breaker contacts are assumed to be separated when 

the transformer opens. In HTS breaker the arc blows out in cryogenic chamber 

till the current becomes zero.  Subsequently, the current will turn to zero 

completely. 

Primary voltage side's blow out angle is considered as identical to the power 

factor angle. The HTS core flux can be found then as per the equation of the flux 

and the voltage. Following the arcing, residual flux becomes weaker. The residual 

flux is infected by load features and power storage as well.  After maintaining all 

these factors residual flux will be kept at a steady value. The HTS transformer 

linked to bus-bar doesn't have any voltage reading of opening phase if the phase 

is blow out. Due to HTS winding connections and core structure, the fluxes will 

be altered. The flux will attenuate and will reach a steady value. Finally, the 

analysed result satisfies the law of Faraday.    

The residual flux density is expected to reduce after first cycle resulting from 

losses. It is a damping function of transformer losses. The new value of residual 

flux density, Br(new), is introduced as  
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 .
.

2. 	   (5.1) 

 where K3 is the correction factor inrush-decay R is the total resistance of system 

resistance and transformer winding resistance. The calculations are replicated to 

analyse the high values of the subsequent cycles [70].   

5.1.3 Mitigating inrush current 

There are two major ways of mitigating inrush current: (i) by finding the best 

switching time (delay or advance of reclosing time of breaker) and (ii) by 

controlled switching method. Best switching timing is searched in this section.   

The simulation result shows the existence of high inrush current produced 

resulting from saturation of HTS transformer.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 23: (a)Flux (PU) (b) Magnetizing current and excitation current (c) 
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In the beginning, the HTS breaker arc model opens at t = 3 cycles (0.05 sec.), 

then it recloses at t = 5 cycles (0.09 sec.). The high inrush current values with 

controlled switching of HTS arc model is demonstrated in Figure 23. The inrush 

current is mitigated in great extent.  This feasible method can mitigate the inrush 

current value to nominal value from six to ten times lower. 

 

There is a significant level of inrush current reduction observed during the 

simulation. It varies within the range of 1-1.3 per unit (pu) or close to 1.8 pu 

considering different parameters of HTS breaker arc model. The residual flux 

decreases if the operating time of breaker is remarkably steady. However, the 

inrush current is not likely to be reduced lesser than HTS transformer’s full load 

current with the applied method. Although marginal residual fluxes can be 

obtained with controlled de-energization. The results show the transient varied 

nearly 11%  from the nominal voltage within the time period of 3 cycles. The 

calculated values are listed in Table 10.  

Table 10: Calculated Values at Mitigating condition 

Energization of HTS transformer 
Phase voltage 

Overvoltage (within 
permissible limits) 

Calculated minimum 
value [p.u] 

0.95 Phase 
Voltage 
[p.u.] 

0.95 

Reference voltage limit 
for transient  [p.u.] 

0.91 Magnetizing 
flux [p.u.] 

1.98 

Minimum/ permissible 
value [p.u.] 

0.93 Magnetizing 
Current 
[p.u.] 

3.4 

Restoration time [ms] 45 Restoration 
time [ms] 

45 

 

In Table 10, the short-circuit condition highlights the high values for energization 

of HTS transformer due to mitigated inrush current. The transient results depend 

on short circuit voltage transient limit which is allowed value of 0.94 pu. The 
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situation of 1.0 pu inrush current peak permission is investigated for similar 

scenario in this subsection. The practical specifications for the tolerable 

deviations is identified for this scenario. The HTS core is led to saturation when 

transient inrush currents take place. Consequently, magnetic flux reaches its 

peak following energisation. For this scenario, the method and operating time 

need to find again.   

 

Figure 24: Magnetic flux result after energization with acceptable tolerances of 

1pu maximum inrush current peak 

In Figure 24, magnetic flux result after energization for this scenario is shown. 

Acceptable tolerances of 1pu maximum inrush current peak is applied. It is found 

that the tolerable values vary for positive and negative values of residual flux. It 

means that the magnetic flux doesn't attain steady state condition for this 

scenario. The result nonetheless maintains an offset value in the beginning as a 

result of small damping of the system. If the delay is increased to 7 to 10 cycles, 

it does not bring significant improvement. The inrush current can still be driven 

below the full load current ratings of HTS transformer. In all cases, the operating 

time needs to be lessened until the desired mitigated result is obtained.    
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5.2 FAULT DETECTION ALGORITHM WITH CFI METHOD 

This section of the thesis provides a failure detection algorithm for evaluating the  

faulty operation for a High-Temperature Superconductor Circuit breaker (HTSCB) 

operation. The simulation of HTSCB is achieved using an HTS arc model. The 

arc model is used to define the transient behavior of HTSCB after each operation. 

The transient signals resulting from electric arc comprise numerous harmonics. 

The total harmonic distortion (THD) index is regarded in diagnosing the circuit 

breaker (CB) operating mechanism. The simulation of arc model and 

corresponding signal analyses are performed in MATLAB® environment. The 

calculating method is established on the investigation of fast switching timing and 

characteristics of the HTS breaker arc model.  

5.2.1 Different detection techniques 

There are a number of detection approaches existing for CBs. A brief summary 

of different existing detection techniques for the specific condition of the circuit 

breaker is described in this section. A steady monitoring period is described as a 

non-stop sequential sampling about circuit breaker's condition. Data collection, 

analysis, investigation and processing periods possibly does not produce real-

time solutions. As the processing periods are not always recorded with time, 

analysis of different artificial intelligence techniques like neural networks, fuzzy 

logic and expert system measurements are gathered from these continuous or 

periodic monitoring methods. By applying historical or statistical information the 

mentioned techniques can interpret the recorded data [ 71 ]. A monitoring 

technique relating to Vacuum Circuit Breakers (VCB) is documented to be 

diagnosed online [72]. The noticeable failures can be identified and located by 

the monitoring technique. The method is based on electrical rating measurement, 
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sensor data, communication methodologies and computer analysis. Parameters 

like temperature, the resistance of contact area, contact's electrical stress 

tolerance, coil and line currents and condition of the operating system can be 

diagnosed [72]. Ref. [73] reports about a constant vibration study of CB analysis 

with over thousand vibration samples. The samples are accumulated in normal 

operation and from the operating system of different SF6 CBs. The samples are 

assessed at the time of individual closing or opening procedure. Then frequency 

and time variation is determined by comparisons with signatures. It is checked if 

the vibration results are reliable enough to withstand both mechanical and 

electrical stresses throughout normal or faulty condition. Then, the method is 

trusted to deliver beneficial diagnosis information [73]. Ref. [74] suggested a 

different method with Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). The method accepts 

dynamic characteristics of the mechanism using simulation. It is demonstrated 

that predefined types of mechanical problems for breakers can be determined 

proficiently by the method [74]. In addition, Ref. [75] reports about a distributed 

system that facilitates CB maintenance and asset supervision. It works with an 

architecture determined by server and client to send meaningful data from the CB 

servicing engineers to operators working on the site in order to diagnosis CB 

condition. Then, the profile is translated as an index during tripping time [75]. A 

data mining approach for the evaluation of CB data is reported as well. This 

approach uses data from trip coil as well. The data creates the base of a decision 

making algorithm. The algorithm works for CB' when routine trip test runs [76]. 

There are some more instances by using the approach of close and trip coil 

current signatures. In these approaches, the most productive features of coil 

current is identified initially. Then, the anomalies of the features are recorded and 

compared with healthy CB data. Afterward, the anomalies of features are 
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categorize using absolute values. Finally, failure detection is accomplished [77]. 

Ref. [ 78 ] reports about overvoltage failure of VCB and its disastrous 

malfunctioning via simulations contemplating numerous re-ignitions of a VCB 

model [78]. The application of the fuzzy logic principle, analytical hierarchy 

method and certain reasoning of CB is proposed in [79]. One other research 

studies the improvement of a monitoring algorithm which is real-time. The 

algorithm is carried out for monitoring trip coil of a CB assembly. It suggests the 

maintenance activities when in faulty condition. The suggested method 

determines the abnormal conditions, identifies the reasons, and states feasible 

solutions for the CB trip coil assembly [80]. Another instance of contact force 

monitoring for VCB is also reported in [81].  It is shown that the detection of the 

contact separation is feasible and touch moments can also be recorded by 

applying numerous signal processing methods and designed force sensors. The 

closing velocity, opening velocity and the open gap is figured out with the move 

of each phase by utilizing  measured contact separation and touch moments 

indirectly [81]. One more technique is recommended to analyse the faulty 

situations of SF6 CB.  The features are first observed in by control circuit signals.  

Then the signals are co-related with the features for target analysis. The method 

claimed to cover nearly 60% of CB defects. Besides, a data-mining technique is 

also used to categorize the captured data with preceding enlisted data in order to 

figure out the healthy or faulty condition of CBs [82].  Lastly, another protocol is 

determined by the fuzzy-probabilistic technique. The technique can identify CB 

operating mechanism and can utilize its close and trip coil current signatures to 

present a convenient condition evaluation technique [83]. A brief summary of the 

techniques is described from [ 84 ].   A contribution on another technique 

determined by HTS arc model is described in this subchapter.  The analysis can 
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help evaluating the operating mechanism of CBs from the arc voltage 

calculations. 

5.2.2 Process of the algorithm 

Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) 

The failure detection algorithm is designed in order to do the harmonic analysis 

of HTSCB using STFT. A condition evaluation algorithm for HTS arc model is 

discussed in this section. The algorithm is competent in order to recognize the 

failure variation in the system. According to the algorithm result, the system 

operator can decide about the servicing of the HTSCB. The working situation of 

HTSCB can be analyzed from the developed voltage around it by the algorithm.  

Arcing of a breaker functioning comprises essential details about the condition of 

the breaker. The information can be applied in this suggested evaluation 

algorithm. After arcing two important information is found from arc model: i) arc 

voltage and ii) transient recovery voltage (TRV). TRV is part of arcing voltage 

when it is quenched.  The algorithm is carried out in a flowchart in Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25: Outline of proposed failure detection algorithm 
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The flowchart is described mainly in three steps:  

1) The arcing voltage needs to be evaluated for minimum two cycles with a proper 

rate of sampling.  

2) STFT is applied then as a way to attain the frequency content of the assessed 

signal. In STFT, a non-zero window function with a short duration of time travels 

via the time domain and also is multiplied by the signal under transformation 

simultaneously. 

3) THD is then applied as a directory for HTS arc model. The live voltage THD of 

the CB normal operation can be measured and then compared to the reference 

THD. Failure detection performs based on THD deviation value. If the pre-

specified tolerance limit is surpassed, then, the failure recognition algorithm is 

carried out. Otherwise, the procedure starts from the beginning by voltage 

measurement. There can be unsuccessful operation because of arcing restrikes 

and it can delay the procedure of HTSCB. 

The Fourier transform is applied to each multiplication pair to build a two-

dimensional expression of the signal. The numerical formula of the STFT is 

described as: 

 

 , ≡ , 	   (5.2) 

 
,

∞

∞
	

  (5.3) 

In equations (5.2) and (5.3), x(t) is the chosen signal for transformation, X(τ,ω) is 

fundamental for Fourier Transform of x(t)ω (t-τ) and ω(t) is used as a window 

function. The window function is typically a Gaussian or Hann window centered 
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near zero. For the classification of ω(t), the area of the window function can be 

expressed as:  
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Considering continuous Fourier transform:  
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As shown in Figure 25, THD is then applied as directory of HTS arc model after 

STFT is applied as a way to attain frequency content of assessed signal.   

THD variation   

THD is a measurement that gives the information about the distortion of a voltage 

or current due to harmonics in the signal. A lower value of THD is an important 

aspect in power systems. THD reference value is calculated using the following 

expression:  

 
⋯
x100%	

  (5.9) 

The adjustment leads to variations on harmonics of the signal. Hence, the THD 

works as a monitoring parameter. The THD of the signal is defined as following 

equation (5.10) 

 

	
∑

	 x100%	

(5.10) 
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where, Ih is the rms value of fundamental harmonic components. The average 

THDt for over one-cycle can be expressed as: 

 
,

1
			 (5.11) 

To calculate the THD of the signature signal,  the STFT is applied to the measured 

signal at first which provides its frequency contents. Then, the THD can be 

computed by cancelling out the fundamental frequency which is 50 Hz in this 

study. Practically, this process could be performed using a THD analyzer or a 

notch filter.  

5.2.3 Operation on re-striking effect 

A simple short line fault (SLF) has been simulated for this test. Transient analysis 

is used in order to introduce the HTS arc model equations. A single-phase system 

is simulated which has an AC voltage source of 11 kV. For HTS arc model, arcing 

parameters are used. τm = 4 µs; τc = 12 µs; P0 = 2 MW; v0 = 5 kV.  The voltage 

across HTS arc model recorded for two cycles of the 50 Hz fundamental 

frequency. The developed voltage across the CB after opening operation can be 

considered which includes arcing effects at the early stage of the CB life span. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 26: (a) Measured voltage with re-strikes across arc model (b) 
corresponding calculated STFT of the CB voltage 

  

In Figure 26, measured voltage with re-strikes across arc model and its 

corresponding calculated STFT of the CB voltage is shown.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 27: The CB measured voltage after faulty operation with one re-strike 
under scenario 1 to 3 respectively 
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In Figure 27, the CB measured voltage after faulty operation with one restrike is 

shown. In scenario1, for a fixed load, distributed generation is varied and the fault 

is applied. In scenario 2, for fixed distributed generation, the load is varied and 

the fault is applied.  In scenario 3, for a random event, the distributed generation 

and load is varied and the fault is applied.   In Figure 28, measured CB voltage 

after faulty operation with multiple restrike under different operating condition 

obtained using the fault detection algorithm are shown.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 28: The CB measured voltage after faulty operation with multiple restrike 
under scenario 1 to 3 respectively  
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to the value of inrush current. The calculation has some deviation as the breaker 

model is developed with some realistic assumptions. With the proposed 

calculation method, inrush currents could be restrained to a lower level along with 

residual flux. It is found the transient voltage raises to 1.03 pu, during HTS 

transformer’s energization. The overvoltage limit hence has a vivid impact of 

inrush current in HTS transformer. The variation of operating time can still be 

readjusted with future modified HTS breaker arc model.  For future experiments, 

the arc model with CFI method can be investigated for broad-area systems 

protection or in  SCADA/ EMS central systems.  

 

In Section 5.2, the THD deviation threshold value needs to be precisely defined 

based on arc parameters and network specifications. THD analyzer or a notch 

filter can be used in practice in order to perform THD operation. The CB operating 

voltage should be calculated for a minimum of two cycles of its basic frequency 

to obtain the best results out of signal analysis constraints.  The algorithm can be 

applied practically with proper accessories and in smart grid with real-time 

platforms.  
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CHAPTER 6- DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF 

ARCING PHENOMENON IN CRYOGENIC ARC CHAMBER 

 

In this chapter, Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis (CFD) in ANSYS CFX is 

used to analyse the flow fields in cryogenic arc chamber. Furthermore, two-

dimensional Finite Element Method (FEM) numerical solution analysis in ANSYS 

Maxwell also used to observe the magnetic field in cryogenic arc chamber. The 

analysis shows that the significant geometrical parameters of arc chamber and 

breaker contacts need to be optimised to improve the performance of HTSCB. 

The detailed analysis of flow separation, losses, its origin and minimized electrical 

field strength in short circuit condition help the design to improve its flow field and 

efficiency.  Finally, the CFD and experimental result are compared in validation 

chapter.  
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6.1 DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

It is essential to analyze the magnetic field of proposed HTS breaker model in 

order to improve its dynamic efficiency. Finite Element Method (FEM) is an 

effective strategy for dealing with the complex electric field with significant 

accuracy. The FEM software package, ANSYS Maxwell is chosen as an 

analytical tool in this research in order to conduct static and transient calculations 

of HTS circuit breaker. The magnetic field distributions of arc quenching chamber, 

magnetic forces and thermal model are evaluated using FEM analysis. The 

purpose of this analysis is to execute static and transient computation of magnetic 

forces and field in HTS circuit breaker. The circulation of the equivalent electric 

field analysis of the HTS arc quenching chamber is also studied.  

 

 

Figure 29: : Flow chart of the HTS breaker design 

Figure 29 shows the breakdown of the major phases of the research work. The 

methodology is to carry on a structural analysis to evaluate the performance of 

the breaker. The optimization of breaker parameters leads to the main design 

thereafter. As part of the process, the influence of breaker parameter optimization 

on CFD analysis and experimental analysis is also discussed.   
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6.2 STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM (DESIGN MODELLER) 

The structure of HTSCB is designed with high interrupting capability. The method 

of arc control in prospective HTS breaker will differ from oil, vacuum or air-break 

circuit-breakers.  The oil breaker performs by flushing out the ‘combustion’ 

products of the arc. The Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB) is very common, 

particularly for medium ranges of voltage, due to its excellent efficiency. The 

vacuum breaker works by controlling the arc medium while the air-breaker 

operates by controlling the re-striking voltage wave.  In arc quenching analysis of 

HTS breaker model, the cryogenic medium is used in interruption chamber during 

the separation of the arc contacts. Cryogenic chamber is designed with the 

pressurized reservoir. So that vibrational and optical disturbance can be 

minimized due to the suppression of liquid nitrogen during arcing [85].  

An HTS pull-rod (CSL-26/120.3 type [86]) links  the contacts of the interruption 

chamber. The contacts inside the HTS breaker can be designed as butt type, 

spiral type or Axial Magnetic Field (AMF) type contact with HTS bulk material.  

The moving contact can move only a short space from the fixed contact while 

opening.  When the contacts first separate in mid-cycle, an arc is driven and the 

current continues to flow.   

Figure 30 shows a cross-sectional draw of such an interruption chamber of an 

HTSCB. A cryogenic chamber in cold cndition is important part of HTSCB. Due 

to the cold medium, there should be no gas dielectric to break down like other 

usual circuit breakers during arc re-striking. The moveable and fixed contact 

functions are designed to perform inside the cold chamber. Interruption of 

nominal currents in the range of tens of amperes to 2~2.5 kA can occur here. The 

chance of growing a new arc should be very less as the environment is very cold 
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medium. Consequently, the arc should not restrike.  HTSCB contacts are suitable 

for repetitive use as contactors.  

 
(a)                           (b) 

Figure 30: Geometry of HTS breaker (a) arc in mid cycle (b) current-zero arc 

extinguish 

 

In a VCB, when the operating linkage reaches a certain level specified by the 

manufacturer, the whole vacuum interrupter element must be replaced. The 

proposed HTSCB offers the advantage of replacement of its cold medium. 

Moreover, liquid nitrogen can work as an insulator as it is not electrically 

conductive. As nitrogen is non-polar gas, it will behave as non-conductive. The 

same scenario is used while using liquid nitrogen cooling studies in computer 

modelling.    

6.3 FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 

The mass, momentum and energy conservation equations of the HTS breaker 

model are solved with the ANSYS CFX solver in Chapter 7. The functional 

equation of Continuity or the conservation of mass equation is as:    
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1
	 . 	 0	   (6.1) 

The functional equation of Axial Momentum is as: 

 
. 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

1
	 	 η	 	η	 	 	 	 	   (6.2) 

where ρ is the cold medium density, Vz and Vr represents the axial and radical 

velocity respectively. As for other terms  and 	  are molecular and turbulent 

viscosity correspondingly and finally P is pressure.    

The functional equation of Energy is as: 

	
1
	 . 	 . 	 	 	 	 	 	.		 	.		 	

  (6.3) 

where the turbulent thermal conductivity and h0 is the total enthalpy and and σ 

is the electrical conductivity.   

The functional equation of Ohm’s Law is as: 

 
	 2 	   (6.4) 

where current is proportional to the conductance, G of the proposed model.  In 

addition, assuming the steady state voltage gradient E is pre-set voltage value. 

Other terms are known as the finite rate of energy loss is N, energy storage 

capacity is Q and the arc time constant is θ, where 	 . The equation for 

energy can be integrated from the value of zero to the arc radius which is accurate 

enough for the realistic application purpose so it is not necessary to include the 

other equations anymore.   

An HTS arc model is used initially to find the characteristic of arc current, arc 

voltage, conductivity value and before, after and during current zero of arc 

breaking. The equations for energy of HTSCB in the contact opening process are 
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solved in this regard.  The equation for different interrupting phases are given in 

(6.5), (6.6) and (6.7): 

 Before Current Zero:  . 	 ,

∑ , 	
	 	   (6.5) 

 
After Current Zero:   . 	

∑ ,

, 	
	 	

  (6.6) 

 During Current Zero: . 	 , , , , ,           (6.7) 

where ,  is the conductivity value of HTS, ∑ ,  is the total conductivity value 

and  is the instant interrupting current and Wcon is the convection value. ,

, , , / , 	and , ,  represents the cold medium conductivity. The 

conductivity depends on the function of T and P the distribution of , , . Other 

components like the chamber area temperature, arc length, electric field, and AC 

loss also depends on the variation of conductivity.  

6.3.1 Boundary conditions  

 FEM is used to analyze the nonlinear magnetic field of the HTS breaker.   

Hysteresis and Eddy current losses have been ignored to avoid the static field 

complexity. The boundary equation is described as:   

 	 	
0
0	
	

  (6.8) 

where J represents the current density of exciting current,  symbolizes the 

reluctivity,  A is arbitrary integral constant and B presents the flux density. For the 

domain of HTSCB 2D Navier-Stokes vector equation for cold medium are chosen 

under Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) condition. The equation can be 

written as follows:  
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	 ∅ 0	   (6.9) 

where  is the density and  is pressure, u is axial velocity and v is the radial 

velocity. For the ANSYS Fluent model, boundary condition of no-slip is placed to 

most of the domain walls. It is used for outer walls as well. The heat transfer 

system works as automatic convection. 5-7 W/ m2K is used as the heat transfer 

coefficient for the HTS breaker walls. The ambient temperature outside arc 

chamber is selected as 290K with an average temperature of 77K at the walls.  

6.4 MESH FACTS 

The mesh of the geometry is important in order to address the precise value for 

the temperature and the velocities near the wall. Furthermore, fine grid near the 

arc chamber wall and contacts are also important.  Initially, the structured or 

unstructured mesh choices with prismatic features are used alternatively near the 

arc chamber wall.  Tetrahedral features are used around the contacts. 

Tetrahedral features throughout the chamber are identified as better when mesh 

sizes are lessened to a compact size of similar sizing. 

The unstructured mesh ultimately generates nearly thirty-five thousand nodes 

and nearly thirty thousand wedges. For arc chamber dimensions the mesh length 

scale was within a specified value of 1~2.5 mm, until mesh become independent. 

Finally, a mesh size of 1.483 mm is determined for entire geometry. Prismatic 

features have also been used to the arc chamber wall. The process verified an 

ample of elements close to the arc chamber wall. It was found that below 2 mm, 

mesh independency was achieved.  

In Figure 31, refinement of mesh for the arc chamber of HTS breaker is shown 

step by step. Initially, in Figure 31 (a) long edges of the breaker cylinder are 
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chosen. The edges are then refined by edge-split in Figure 31b) and Figure 31 

(c). In Table 11, Mesh Specification for the components is included.  

 

             (a)                                         (b)                                           (c) 

Figure 31: Refinement stages of mesh for the arc chamber of HTSCB 

Table 11: Mesh Specification for the components 

Domain  Number of nodes Heat Dissipation Rate (w) 

Arc chamber wall 8,58,054 15 

Moveable contact 9,56,346 18 

Fixed contact 2,38,615 17 

6.5 OPTIMIZED MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS  

In order to find the optimized critical magnetic field strength the conventional 

conservation equations [87] can be used. The equations are used for momentum, 

mass and energy making use of the Euler’s equations. Various electromagnetic 

terms like magnetic forces in the energy transfer equations are dealt in [87]. 
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Simplified Maxwell’s equations are used for the calculation of electric and 

magnetic fields. The metallic erosion is not taken into account.   

It is found earlier in Chapter -3,  that the arc for HTSCB acts as a non-linear 

resistance. As the non-linear arc characteristic has been defined earlier, therefore 

liquid nitrogen ionization is factored into the non-linear characteristics of Local 

Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) regarding the pressure and temperature for 

electric field analysis. Furthermore, the flux through the chamber walls regarded 

as the typical feature of HTS arc chamber. The entire simulation is processed 

through two-dimensional Magnetic Field Analysis (using the ANSYS Maxwell). 

The HTS breaker FEM model is used to demonstrate the uniformity of electric 

field and flow field at cryogenic temperature. The optimized values of breaker 

parameters are shown in Table 12.  
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Table 12: The initial optimized values of breaker parameters 

Rated current (A) 250 A Rated Frequency 50Hz 

Rated breaking 
(IHTS/ISC) 

10/5 Rated voltage 11kV 
 

Short Circuit 
breaking current  

1200A Average closing 
speed 

0.6~1.2 
m/s 

Rated short circuit 
making current 
(peak) 

570A Average opening 
speed 

1.2~1.5 
m/s 

Rated short-time 
withstand-current  
(3 sec.)  

680A Peak (kV) 30 

Close/open 
contact time 

<50ms Stroke 7-9 

Clearance 
between contact 

8±1 mm Total Mass 3.7kg 

Allowable 
maximum 
contact erosion 

3 mm Moving distance 15mm 

Moveable contact 160~200mm Arc chamber initial 
temperature  

77K 

Fixed contact 80~90 mm Outlet pressure 6.92 bar 
Arc Chamber 
length 

400 mm Exit pressure 11bar 

Contact radius 12.7mm Exit temperature 65~68 K 
Overtravel  4±1 mm Pressure rise 37~40 Pa 
Mass flow rate 0..05 kg/s Heat flow rate 37-39 

CFM 
Arc chamber 
pressure 

15 bar Contact Gap 
distance 

330-450 
mm 
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e 

Figure 32: 2D view for Magnetic flux distribution of HTSCB interruption              
[(a) Phase-1 (Arc introduced), (b) Phase-2 (mid-cycle), (c) Phase-3 (Current 

Zero arc extinguish) at 40ms, 42ms and 44ms respectively] 

 

The FEM-model for investigating electromagnetic characteristic is shown in 

Figure 32. The results are significant in order to examine the magnetic field of 

HTS breaker for dynamic performance and effective control strategy. In Figure 

32 (a), the arc is introduced at 40 millisecond Figure 32 (b) shows the mid-cycle 

flux distribution scenario at 42 millisecond with greater contact distance than 

Figure 32 (a). Finally, in Figure 32 (c), current zero arc extinguishing scenario is 

demonstrated at 44 millisecond. These stage wise demonstrations shows the flux 

distributions at the different position of opening contact. The near zero magnetic 

field advantage of Messner-Ochsenfeld theory [20] is visible from this discussion. 

The magnetic flux distribution of HTS breaker in different interrupting phases 

illustrated with arc duration of 6.45 milliseconds.   

 

In order to derive the arc force at ideal time period the fundamental arc force 

equation is calculated as 	  where,   is the magnetic permeability 

of HTS. The equation of arc force changing rate is as:   
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8
1 2 	

(6.10) 

where Rfc is the radius of the fixed contact and Rmc is the radius of moveable 

contact.   

The arc force on different phases of HTS breaker is demonstrated in Figure 33. 

The illustration shows that the raise of arc force between 40-46 milliseconds. The 

change of arc force varies by nearly 10% from first and last phase position. In 

between the forces reach to its peak value.    

 
Figure 33: arc force rate comparison for diferent cases of HTS breaker model 
(case-1: arc force at fixed contact, case-2: arc force at mid cycle, case-3: arc 

force for moveable contact at current zero) 

 

Figure 34:The electric field reduction with increase of temperature for HTS 

breaker model (at 40-46 millisecond) 
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Figure 34 shows the variation of temperature up to 140 K at 0.1MPa. Initially, no 

deviation is recorded. As long as the arc force becomes dominant, the 

temperature increases as well. The electric field strength affiliated to the 

steadiness of arc generation is calculated from prior field analysis. The electric 

field reduction rate is usually different from other typical field reduction as in the 

case of SF6. As SF6 product are changeable with the pressure of gas. As further 

enhancement to this modelling assessment, improved cross-sectional study of 

HTSCB sets are investigated in following sections. 

6.6 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD) SIMULATION APPROACH   

CFD study is used to optimize the flow field because of the experimental 

difficulties of high temperatures and high costs of experimental setup. The HTS 

breaker model with fixed and opening contact is studied by CFD simulations.  The 

numerical solution is carried out using the ANSYS Fluent. The entire 

computational domain is kept under same conditions as mentioned in section III. 

Three different interruption phases of HTS breaker are considered with variable 

temperature distributions. The contour result of velocity for the contact parts is 

investigated here with whole arc chamber in order to predict heat performance of 

HTS breaker.  The parameters for inside body of arc chamber is kept fixed and 

the contact positions are changed. The mesh is much refined in order to review 

the results with the HTS breaker model. The heat dissipation values are recorded 

from the HTS breaker model experimental setup. It is also found that liquid 

nitrogen generates force on the arc chamber walls and recirculate in the arc 

chamber.   
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6.6.1 Convergence concern 

The continual results are obtained from a well converged simulation model. 

During the simulation when iterations continue and the scalar values do not 

change, subsequently it can be reported that the solution is converged. 

Convergence criteria should ensure that the results have less impact on 

simulation result. An equation of representing the rate of convergence can be 

described with the ratio of , where Rn and Rn-1 is the normalized log residual 

at time step n and  n-1 respectively. Various convergence tolerances are 

investigated such as 10-7 for energy, 10-5 for flow and 10-8 for energy. The edges 

of the contacts of HTS breaker are found as generating heat uniformly.   

6.6.2 Flow field analysis 

A detailed flow field analysis is carried out in order to discover the numerous 

areas of loss generation and to calibrate it. The field variables such as the contour 

of velocity, velocity vectors, velocity magnitude, pressure, particle variables, 

particle ID can be calculated from the computational domain analysis. The 

contour results are then used to determine the regions of loss generation and 

minimize it.  Computational domain of one region is kept identical for the analysis. 
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                  (a)                                                 (b)                                     (c)    
Figure 35: (a) Plot of temperature contours (contours of velocity vs velocity 

magnitude) and (b) pressure contour (pressure of velocity vs velocity magnitude 
) (c) Mach Number for heat distribution of HTS breaker model at 40milli second 

 

Figure 35 presents the velocity vector, mach number and total pressure 

distribution at mid-span of arc breaking. The velocity vectors, mach number, total 

pressure, and total entropy are plotted to analyse the flow characteristics within 

arc chamber.It is found that the liquid nitrogen flow accelerates through the 

contacts with a drop in total pressure along the surface of the arc chamber. The 

contact position for 40 milliseconds after interruption and its contour velocity is as 

shown in Figure 35 (a). The heat distribution is located symmetrically as shown 

in Figure 35 (a) on two sides of the contacts. The temperature contour 

distributions are found identical with dimensions through the first stage of the 

release of arc on the contact gaps.  When the arc is sensed, the separation of 

contacts occurs. During the separation, the center parts initially recorded high 

temperature of 140 K, while the wall was still maintaining cryogenic temperature. 

With time progression the wall temperature also reaches up to 140 K. The flow 

angle contour at the major edges of the contacts exhibits slight deviation from the 

optimum flow angle which impacts the flow structure within the arc chamber.   
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The CFD simulation study results nicely predict the liquid nitrogen pressure drop 

under different arcing temperature. Inlet velocity of arc chamber has also been 

measured with CFD simulation. The partial differential equations of HTS breaker 

model are discretized in order to implement the finite volume solutions for 

pressure-velocity coupling. The same Navier-Stokes vector (equation (6.9) for 

cold medium is used under LTE condition for Pathline and Velocity inspection. In 

the vector velocity, the cryogenic chamber has shown relatively impede velocity 

and slow wave property as quenching medium than the similar event using other 

dielectrics as it is shown in  

Figure 36.  

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 36: (a) Plot of velocity contours [Vectors of velocity VS velocity 
magnitude] (for P=1 bar, T=77-140 K, Standard initialization, 149 iterations) in 

normal condition (b) Velocity vector plots in arc chamber after arcing.  
 

The velocity vector plots of Figure 36  represented the effect of moveable contact 

on the growth of arc and the flow distribution in arc chamber. Figure 36 (a) and 

Figure 36 (b) shows the flow is mostly uniform. As seen from the velocity vectors 

(Figure 36 (a) and Figure 36 (b)) the flow always maintain the same direction and 

pushes the fixed contact. This has a considerable impact on the performance of 
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the HTSCB. In general, the contacts splits the flow and influence the flow 

acceleration as downstream.    

 

Table 13 : Velocity in arc chamber 

No 1  2  3 4 5 Average 
Consumed 
time (s) 

3.54 4.34 4.89 3.37 4.28 4.08 

Velocity 
(ms-1) 

0.16 0.15 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.18 

 

The total arc chamber length is 400mm. The average velocity of liquid nitrogen in 

the arc chamber during arcing can be calculated. This is actually the consumed 

time for the liquid nitrogen to flow from the top area to the arcing area during 

arcing.  In Table 13, the consumed times for liquid nitrogen to flow through the 

arc chamber is shown. The data is taken with random positions in arc chamber. 

From Table 13,  the average velocity in the arc chamber is found as 0.18 ms-1.  

6.6.3 Pathlines 

The temperature reduces slowly with the time once the arc is quenched. The 

breaker contact generates higher conduction rates. The heat is diminished in the 

arc chamber in a reliable trail. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate the pathline 

of CFD. When the arc chamber is explored for pathlines, the top part of contact 

gap shows adequate free route for liquid flow. The cold medium circulation is 

predicted to travel to the underside area for the movement of contacts. 

Consequently, the downward flow of liquid nitrogen will make the fixed contact 

less hot as estimated from the simulation.   

The impact of cold medium movement can be observed from the pathline 

distributions of Figure 37(a). In Figure 37(b), magnetic flux density during arcing 

near contact area is shown.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 37: (a) Pathlines for interior body (particle variables vs particle ID) for the 
contact gap of HTS breaker (b) Magnetic flux density during arcing near contact 

gap area 

On the lower sides of the contact gap, cold medium pathlines come back close 

to contact gap striking the HTS contacts of fixed contact.   The cold medium flow 

grows highly efficient at this section of the HTS breaker. The HTS contacts had 

its superconductor stage holding during the whole arcing process, even though 

the thermal resistance is not substantially changing. The cold liquid flow path 

works fine to transfer the heat inside the arc chamber. For different heat transfer 

area then the thermal resistance of the contacts is not significantly transformed. 

The circulation of pathlines flow inside arc chamber can be spotted from Figure 

37. The simulation study result presents the  circulating areas inside arc chamber. 

The arc chamber wall is then carried out for Velocity distribution.    
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6.6.4 Entropy contour 

 
Figure 38: Entropy contour in arc chamber passage after arc switching 

The entropy plots illustrate the entropy developed during the formation and 

distribution of arcing (Figure 38(a), Figure 38 (b) and Figure 38 (c)). The Entropy 

plots in Figure 38 (b) shows that the arc passage moves with the moveable 

contact. From the pressure contour (Figure 38 (b) it was found the pressure was 

high at moveable contact. This high-pressure stress consequence the dominance 

of the arc inertia force in arc chamber.   

In Figure 38 (b) during the initiation of arcing for contact gap, the center is seen 

as hot spots in Figure 38 (a), Figure 38 (b) and Figure 38 (c), it shows the end 

part of arcing in entropy contour.  As a result, the heating source goes along to 

the nearness of the base center of HTSCB.     

Table 14: Entropy loss coefficients in different components of HTSCB 

Component Entropy loss 
coefficient 

Fixed Contact 0.592 
Moveable Contact 1.573 

Arc Chamber 0.834 
	

The moveable contact accelerates the fluid and directs it towards fixed contact. 

The entropy loss coefficient of different component is shown in Table 14. It is 
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seen that the flow distortions in arc chamber has a significant influence on the 

loss.  

6.7 VALIDATION OF ARC MODEL 

6.7.1 Experimental set up 

The proposed HTSCB phenomenon is tested to investigate its arcing time for 

different current interruption cases. The interruption can be made for a very 

restricted number of times as large power experiments are costly. The verification 

of the study is carried out with respect to time with the comparison result of the 

experimental setup and HTS arc model. The test circuit is shown in Figure 39. It 

has three major sections: (1) arc circuit (2) liquid nitrogen arc chamber and (3) 

measurement unit. In section-1 of Figure 39, an arc circuit with 700-1200 ampere 

arc source is used to provide high peak current within millisecond range. The 

circuit is attached for producing the arc at the source side of the HTSCB. Section-

2 of Figure 39 is the liquid nitrogen arc chamber where the arcing happens. The 

HTS contacts are submerged into LN and the moveable HTS contact is travelled 

10-25mm with the help of a tension spring. The moveable contact is an HTS pull-

rod (CSL-26/120.3 type) and the fixed contact is made of Yttrium barium copper 

oxide (YBCO) which is attached to the center of the base plate of the cryogenic 

arc chamber. In section-3 of Figure 39, the numerical values of the measurement 

results are recorded in measurement unit. 1252C RCD meter is used to measure 

the arcing time. 34972A-Data logger switch unit and USB 2404 series 

measurement computing are used to measure numerous temperature and 

pressure reading.   
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Figure 39: Test object configuration and overview of experimental set-up for arc 

phenomena captured with thermographic speed camera in cryogenic arc 
chamber 

Figure 40(a) shows the experimental set up used for the CFD validation in a 

cryogenic arc chamber. Figure 40(b) shows the moveable and fixed contact used 

with tension spring and operating tube. This test setup is not an automated 

system.   The experiments are carried out in a small closed domain with single 

heat resource. The fixed contact is attached to center of the base plate of th 

cryogenic arc chamber. The atmospheric air is passed around the arc chamber 

which is heated inside. Consequently, the water drops are observed in arc 

chamber wall.  During arcing, the bottom and top surface temperatures are 

measured using thermocouples at different points.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 40:  (a)Experimental Set-up for Superconducting contact in cryogenic arc 
chamber (b) Moveable and fixed contact with tension spring and operating tube  

 

In the experiment, the center and edges of arc chamber walls are anticipated to 

be less hot than the present simulations estimated. It is also observed that the 

top section of the HTS breaker has lower temperature in comparison to center 

part. This is on account of liquid nitrogen flow within the arc chamber.  The side 

part of moveable contact is also recorded a lower temperature.  The cooling of 

arc chamber becomes less effective near the side part where the arc is 

introduced. The conduction rate is found larger in HTS-HTS joint rather than 
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copper-copper joint for the contacts. The heat is generated from the bottom of 

moveable contact. In Figure 41, arc phenomena in the cryogenic chamber is 

shown with the thermographic view. The change of color indicates the 

temperature changing of temperature change during arcing.   

 

Figure 41: Arc phenomena captured with thermographic camera in cryogenic 
arc chamber  

 

6.7.2 Experimental result  

In  Figure 42 (a) four test results out of eighty shots from the experimental set up 

are plotted.  Two results are compared with HTS arc model’s simulation arc result 

in Figure 42 (b). It is found that the arc current test result waveforms have 

similarity with arc model’s arc current wave form in same phase.Though there is 

difference in ramp rate.  
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(b)                                                                      (c)  

Figure 42: (a) Test results from experimental set up (b) selected test result 
comparison (in phase) (c) selectd test result comparison (out of phase)   

 
In the experimental result the arc timing varied from 50 to 80 milliseconds, while 

in simulation result it was much consistent near 50 to 60 milliseconds.    For some 

cases, the fault currents are found out of phase as shown in Figure 42(c).  A big 

deviation for fault current is observed between the results. For the same fault 

current of 700A, the current was recoded up to 800A in HTS arc model simulation 

result. The precision for arcing timing is expected to develop during real-time 

implementation of arc model.  

Table 15: Arc characteristic in experimental model 

Arc 
peak 
(A) 

Post arc 
current 
peak (A) 

Rate of post-arc 
current  
(A/ μs) 

Number 
of test 

Number of 
failure 

Out of 
phase 

300 5 2.7 20 4 3 
350 15 2.1 20 6 5 
400 12 3.3 20 6 6 
550 18 4.1 20 8 5 

 

In Table 15, the arc characteristic reading for the experimental model is listed. 

The overview experiment results have shown stability of minimum arcing times 

showing important potential for HTSCB design optimization. Although, 25-30% of 

the shots are recorded as failure attempt and another 20-25% of the shots are 

recorded as out of phase. This is the limitation of the test bed scheme. Moreover, 

theoritically an arc peak of 700A can not be recorded with current probe in 
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osciloscope. In reality, 600A current peak wasn’t achievable to record in 

oscilloscope reading.      

6.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In section 6.7.2, HTS black box arc model is reviewed for a test bed scheme in 

order to develop a better understanding about interruption behavior of HTSCB. 

The transient behaviors of test bed result are studied in order to verify the 

developed arc model.  The results from both simulation and experimental studies 

were in agreement in terms of the shape of the output waveform.  The proposed 

model can be trusted to behave fairly accurately.  The future research will be 

focused on identification of different failure scenarios and their reasons using 

intelligent methods. Automatic classification algorithms can be effective in order 

to achieve this goal.  
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CHAPTER 7- CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents the concluding remarks of the thesis and discusses some 

recommendations for the future investigation. 

7.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

HVAC breakers are the major elements in the advancement of multi-terminal 

HVAC grids. The study performed in this thesis has included both simulation and 

experimental work. The output(s) of the experimental works are presented as 

input(s) to the simulation models. The investigation conducted in this thesis has 

aimed two important features of an HVAC breaker: pre and post arcing effect. 

This section summarises the results and provides a comparative analysis at 

various stages of research.   

The design of ultra-fast breaker with high consistency requires a multi-physics 

simulation model. HTS arc models with a diverse degree of complexity meet the 

requirements to some extent. Different underlying assumptions of the arc model 

parameters are chosen in this thesis in order to minimize its complexity and yet 

to preserve the high accuracy. The developed first-order arc model can be used 

to accurately simulate the breaker characteristics within a reasonable arc time. A 

parameter sweeping analysis has been carried out to find the range of high peak 

current and to increase the efficiency of arc model. The sweep value of 

parameters and the average arc resistance also demonstrates the advantage of 

dealing with the non-linear arc models. 

As for the application of the arc model, it is used to find the characteristic of TRV 

for different current zero scenarios and to mitigate the residual flux problem of 

HTS transformer.  A fault detection algorithm based on the arc model is also 
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developed covering different constraints and objective function. The study also 

has aimed to improve the arcing time and reduce the inrush current for HTS 

machine. Thus a novel arc model has been developed.  

One downfall of the research is the longer simulation time of developed breaker 

and arc models. A computing algorithm is executed in order to minimize the 

simulation time. Nevertheless, a model with minimized computation time has the 

risk of less accuracy. 

The research about proposed HTSCB design is accomplished in this thesis. The 

HTS arc model is investigated with the initial set of parameters. The thesis 

illustrates the HTS arc model with the setup parameters and executes the fault 

operational activities in a regular distribution network. The experimental test 

shows that the results of the black box arc model are in close proximity to 

experimental ones.  

To conclude, the accomplished work presented in this thesis is another attempt 

for further HTS research trends.  Different analysis of short-circuit current, inrush 

current analysis and residual flux mitigation of HTS transformer with HTSCB are 

conducted in the study. Different analytical methods are applied for the studies. 

The thesis signifies step by step in depth procedure for each study. Nevertheless, 

the research has scope to be further investigated and developed.  

7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Development Scope in Simulink model:  Development of HTS arc model are 

well deserved. Firstly, the model must be integrated with other alternative models 

of HTS machines. Secondly, HTS arc model has limitations similar to other usual 

arc models. It is known that the differential model of Mayr's and Cassie are more 
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applicable for merely few micro-seconds near current zero. Future advancement 

of HTS model can be validated throughout the total current interruption time. The 

application of HTS arc model demands to be tested for more advanced and 

complicated networks as well. 

Thirdly, the HTS transformer model is inserted in sample case study network. 

There are scopes to include the load loss fraction of HTS transformer.  The 

comparison study of the performance for loss with or without arc model in that 

case would be interesting.  

Lastly, the  effect of the parameters of HTS arc model is investigated around 

constrained number of ranges. Significantly bigger computational steps for future 

investigation is well deserved as well.  

Different short circuit conditions: It will be interesting to investigate HTS arc 

model with different sample networks and with various kinds of short circuit 

situations. The simulated sample network with the arc model and the calculation 

for fault voltages and currents and its impact on HTS transformer for individual 

fault categories needs to be investigated. The benefit of HTSCB insertion in 

network could be experienced by way of real power reduction management. The 

calculated short-circuit voltage and current values need to drop within the 

standard set by the utility issues in that case.  

Inrush current: The study discussed in this thesis demonstrated that the peak 

values of inrush current could maximize several times than the rated current 

value. The residual flux has been attempted to be mitigated by controlled 

switching method of HTS arc model.  The inrush current force on energized 

winding of HTS transformer can still survive for few seconds. A power network 
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system characteristic study should have greater influence on resultant inrush 

current. This possible phenomena can be investigated in future study.  

Switching on RRRV: The numerical arc model with fault detection algorithm 

discussed in Chapter 4 finds the RRRV values for short circuit condition. Some 

streamline assumptions is found to impact the model’s accuracy significantly. The 

comparison and outcome on the application of introduced model for two different 

types of switching is analyzed. The findings from different switching scenarios of 

HTS arc model demands further investigation for various distribution network 

conditions as well.  

HTSCB with FCL: The findings from the analysis can lead the research to further 

investigation on the HTSCB with FCL for various distribution network conditions. 

An analysis for HTSCB with FCL conductor can be an interesting investigation. 

Development of HTSCB with FCL should prevent the limitations more 

conveniently. The FCL can minimize the chance of any heat increase in LN arc 

chamber. The event can reduce the arcing growth as well.  Other HTS materials 

should also be explored for the same objective. Thus, elaborate analysis can be 

established as the application of the HTSCB with FCL conductor. The current 

design of the HTSCB has not been viable enough to endure the long term existing 

fault duration of arcing current over 1600 A.  

Others: It is assumed earlier that HTS material of HTSCB can bring the 

advantage of similar material contact resistance for other HTS machines.  An in 

depth of analysis of contact resistance advantage should be investigated as well. 

The contacts inside the HTS breaker can be designed as butt type or spiral shape 

or cup shape or Axial Magnetic Field (AMF) type contact with HTS bulk material.   
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The improved arc model in short line fault interruption should be analyzed to find 

different analysis of HTS breaker to compare with normal breaker. The analysis 

can be performed with respect of Mean Time to Failure (MTTF), Mean Time to 

Maintenance (MTTM), Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)  etc .  
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